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Executive Summary
In this report we inspect the challenge of “computational extension of physically obtained
timescales” in detail. To place the discussion on a solid ground, we ﬁrst identify three main
theoretical layers of describing general computing systems: the physical hardware, the abstract computational model which formalizes the “algorithms”, and in between an analytical
model which formalizes the physics of the hardware. This framework greatly differentiates an
existing theoretical account of what “computing” means for general (digital or unconventional)
physical hardware, and our detailed picture allows us to formulate the problem of computational
timescale extension in a differentiated and meaningful way. We explain several ways how temporal progression of computations can be formalized, and identify three phenomenal aspects
of “timescales” which need to be considered separately when one tries to ﬁnd algorithmic solutions to temporal processing tasks. On the background of these theoretical considerations we
survey twenty formal, algorithmical, and heuristic-practical techniques for analysing, transforming, and exploiting timescale phenomena on the two layers of the analytical and/or the abstract
computational models.

1 Introduction
To the degree that neuromorphic hardware systems are truly brain-like — and thus to the degree that they can capitalize on the brain’s operating principles with regards to its astounding
energy efﬁciency, robustness and data bandwidth — they are not digitally simulating brains
but physically instantiating neural mechanisms. This line of reasoning has led to the worldwide
surge of academic and industry research in memristive devices for physical in-memory computing in particular, and more generally of research in spiking analog neurochips, and even beyond
that, of research in physical computing in general — also known under names like unconventional computing, in-materio computing etc. — a ﬁeld where materials science connects with
computing science to explore how any kind of nanoscale nonlinear physical effect can become
harnessed for computation [Adamatzky, 2017, Stepney et al., 2018].
Numerous hurdles still have to be overcome to develop neuromorphic or physical computing to
a mature and widely useful engineering discipline, for instance
• the fact that device mismatch, process variation and aging make it impossible to fabricate
functionally identical clones of unconventional microchips,
• the fact that unconventional computing systems cannot be programmed in the classical
sense but will have to be conﬁgured, trained, or evolved, which requires new views on
how to use such systems for what tasks,
• the fact that the on-board processing on unconventional systems can only be physically
measured in a small ﬁnite number of observables whereas such systems will typically be
mathematically inﬁnited-dimensional, a circumstance which hinders systematic testing
and debugging of algorithmic procedures (as opposed to the digital domain where all bit
operations can be monitored),
• the fact that thermal or quantum noise and temperature sensitivity will lead to low, variable, or even ill-deﬁned numerical precision, which will require the development of new
mathematical formats for representing or quantifying information,
• or the fact that unconventional systems will age or become physically transformed during
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their lifetime by learning and adaptation, which implies that they cannot be “re-started” or
“re-set” to some well-deﬁned initial state.
Overcoming such hurdles will require from us to develop new intuitions about, and formal models of, “computing”. This endeavour can only be mastered through an interdisciplinary effort
between the materials sciences, microsystems engineering, physics, theoretical computer science, complex systems research, mathematics and neuroscience. A comprehensively embracing new engineering science of unconventional computing still is a distant goal [Jaeger, 2021].
But, having this distant goal in the back of our minds, we can address limited segments of this
challenge in productive ways.
In this deliverable we address one segment of one of the big hurdles that stand in our way, a
hurdle that we did not yet mention in the listing above. It is the hurdle to which MemScales
is centrally committed: coming to terms with multiple timescales. We have described in our
project proposal and our deliverable D1.1 why neuromorphic or more general unconventional
computing systems must become enabled to operate on several timescales. We will not redraw this “big picture” here, which includes aspects of materials and devices, circuit design,
algorithms and mathematical modeling. Here we focus on the algorithmical aspect, which we
will call the computational timescale extension (CTE) challenge:
Given that a computing system can physically realize only a limited range of physical
timescales but many tasks need a wider range, how can the physically available timescales
be extended by purely computational mechanisms?
This report has two main sections, followed by a summary and discussion. The ﬁrst main
Section 2 investigates CTE from a methodological angle, clarifying the concept in the ﬁrst place.
The second main Section 3 surveys CTE mechanisms that we are aware of at this time.

2 Theoretical considerations
Computational timescale extension is a not very well-deﬁned umbrella term for a number of
phenomena and techniques. Before we can discuss CTE in a meaningful way we must work
out our understanding of the underlying conceptions of “computing” and “timescales” and also
what we mean by “extension”. In this section we sharpen and differentiate our understanding
of the CTE challenge.

2.1

“Computational extension of timescales” can mean many things

The ﬁrst step is to become aware that “computational extension of timescales” is not a clear-cut
single sort of task. There are numerous scenarios and reasons why or how one would want to
manipulate timescales in some way or other. Some examples:
• One may wish to use an analog electronics processor, whose physical time constants are
very large, in a “slow” online signal processing task which requires long memorizing and
integration times of incoming information. This is one of the starting motivations for the
MemScales project which we inherited from the predecessor project NeuRAM3.
• In online signal processing tasks, one may need to adapt the “speed” of the processing
system to faster or slower versions of input signals.
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• In a speech recognition task, one needs a hierarchy of short-term and working memory
timescales that range from the millisecond range of phonemes to syllables to words to
phrases to sentences to textual contexts that in turn range from a few sentences to lines
of argument to an entire narrative. Furthermore, the processing of most of these intermediate timescales one needs to access information that is stored in a (more or less)
permanent long-term memory. Similar multi time-scale support is required for most signal
processing tasks, including imaging, audio, video, graphics, sonar, radar etc.
• While memory timescales reach into the past, many cognitive processing tasks likewise
require to reach out into the future across several timescales. For example, in control architectures for autonomous mobile robots one needs anticipations of the effect of current
actions on the short timescale of avoiding obstacle collision in arm motion generation, as
well as on several long timescales of purposeful action planning. This can be extended
to a much wider range of industrial control tasks.
• Incoming sensor information or user input can arrive at varying levels of “information
density per time unit”. In a realtime computer game, the human gamer may at some
times do nothing for seconds or minutes, while at other times the gamer may fusillate the
game engine with volleys of joystick commands. In those periods of high input density
the engine must in some way process the incoming information faster than when the user
is idling. Similar high variations in computational load occur in many other applications,
for instance in fault monitoring or online decision support systems, and for a broad range
of body-area-network oriented sensors which are vital for the future healthcare paradigm
shift.
• So-called anytime algorithms in classical digital computing are designed to output possibly inaccurate results fast when immediately needed, but would continue processing the
task and generate better results when given more time. “Cognitive” processing procedures in non-digital computing systems might perform similarly by running several processes in parallel and in different subsystems, fast ones for approximate results and slow
ones for more deeply “thought-out” results. This may be related to the common idea
in cognitive architecture research that fast responses are obtained from a ﬁrst “feedforward” bottom-up pass through a neural processing hierarchy, while on a longer timescale
top-down pathways become activated which lead to recurrent “deliberations” about an
appropriate system response (as for instance in adaptive resonance theory [Grossberg,
1976a,9]).
This ad hoc list of scenarios illustrates that there are many sorts of demands for timescale
management — there is not a single generic problem of “timescale extension”, but a whole
spectrum of such problems. The speciﬁc requirements are moreover highly application- and
context-dependent which makes it even harder to derive a solid theoretical basis spanning this
broad domain.

2.2

When does a physical system compute?

In order to get a clean and practically useful understanding of what “computational extensions
of timescales” can actually mean, we ﬁrst have to understand what we mean when we say that
a physical system “computes”. In this subsection we thus discuss the question “when does a
physical system compute?”
This question is in fact the title of the foundational paper by Horsman et al. [2014]. The authors analyze the conditions when and in what sense one can claim for a physical system that
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it “computes”. In short, their main conclusion is that “computation” is deﬁned in an abstract
formal-mathematical sphere (for instance framing computing as sequence of Boolean operations or as the update rules of a Turing machine). Inputs and outputs for computations are
deﬁned in this abstract sphere (for instance as a sequence of 0’s and 1’s in digital computing,
or as real-valued timeseries in analog signal processing). In order to link this abstract casting
of “computing” to an underlying physical machine, the abstract, formal inputs u and outputs y
must be mapped to the physical signals that enter and leave the machine.
Horsman et al. call this mapping the representation relation between the physical and the abstract domains. Importantly, the representation relation is neither established by the physical
machine, nor is it part of the abstract model of computing. Instead, the representation is effected by the external user of the system. This user calls upon practical judgement based on
a shared community consensus to warrant that the physical I/O machinery (like keyboards,
screens, oscilloscopes) realize the representation mapping in an acceptable way. The external
user in which the representation becomes incorporated is almost always a human, but it could
in principle also be another intelligent agent (animal or even a future machine). Horsman et al.
call such agents computational entities and deﬁne them to be the physical entities that locate
the representation relation. We will use the more common term “user”.
It happens within the user that, when a computer prints “the solution is x = 2” on its screen,
this physical signal becomes decoded to the abstract output format (here the integer 2). This
decoding involves epistemological conditions which philosophers ﬁnd hard to understand, including
• the neural instantiation of the abstract model (here: the integers) in the user’s brain (or is
it the cognitive instantiation in the user’s “mind”? don’t start asking philosophers!),
• and social processes of communication among all potential users of the system to reach
a consensus that this visual reading of screen outputs is an acceptable and universally
shareable decoding procedure.
While we all have become used to the various ways that inputs and outputs are given to
and taken from digital machines, to a degree that none of us will question these procedures,
the situation gets less clear when it comes to unconventional new kinds of computing machines. For example, when a slime mold in a petri dish grows branches that extend into
higher-concentration areas of a nutrient (a popular model of unconventional computing with
a substantial literature [Adamatzky, 2018]), how can one read out an abstract output like a
Boolean “True” from this physical system?
Horsman et al. [2014] complete this account by assuming that the abstract domain includes
some model (not further speciﬁed by the authors) of an abstract dynamical process which
transforms the input into the output, which together with the physical dynamics leads to a diagram with four arrows which should commute (Figure 1A). That is, when the abstract dynamical
model transforms input u to output y (green arrow in the ﬁgure), and when the abstract input u
is ﬁrst encoded in a physical input signal uΨ , then physically transformed to a physical output
signal y Ψ , which is ﬁnally decoded to an abstract output ỹ (grey arrows in Figure 1A), the abstractly determined output y should be (approximately) equal to the output ỹ obtained via the
route through the physical machine.
We emphasize that according to this view of what makes a system “compute”, a computing
system necessarily must have some provision to accept input and produce some output. This
commitment seems natural enough, but lies in opposition to certain views in theoretical physics
where quantum-gravitational theories are developed that attempt to reduce all physical laws at
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Figure 1: Increasingly complete accounts of a computing system. A: The elementary view of Horsman
et al. [2014]. B: An idealized schema of a more complete modeling structure, comprising an
analytical system model which is a reﬂection of the physical system, on top of which an abstract
model of the input-to-output transformation is deﬁned by meta variables that represent possibly
complex subprocesses in the analytical model. C: Gaps in the analytical and abstract models
can be ﬁlled with experimentally obtained blackbox models. D: The entire abstract input-tooutput transformation can be modeled with a hand-crafted blackbox model. For explanation
see text.

the most elementary fabric of spacetime as information-processing — the “universe as computer” view [Zuse, 1982,9, Wheeler, 1989, Lloyd, 2013, Zenil, 2013, Deutsch and Marletto,
2015]. We follow Horsman et al. [2014] and other theorists of computing that a closed physical
system cannot be said to “compute”.

2.2.1 Analytical system model
We ﬁnd that the account given by Horsman et al. [2014] is too much simpliﬁed for our purposes.
In engineering and modeling practice, the picture becomes enriched with further elements (Figure 1B). The most important addition is an intermediate analytical system model inserted between the abstract model and the physical machine. This intermediate model formally reﬂects
the physical processes which transform the physical input uΨ into the physical output y Ψ . The
input, intermediate state, and output variables u∗ , x∗i , y ∗ of the analytical physical model correΨ
spond to measurable physical quantities uΨ , xΨ
i , y . The representation relation between the
Ψ
physical quantities v (where v means u, x or y) and their analytical correlates v ∗ is again
effected by the human engineer and involves physical measurements, knowledge of physical
laws, and community consensus about adequacy criteria (for instance which measurement
apparatuses and procedures are admissible according to which accuracy demands).
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An analytical system model usually reﬂects its physical target system bidirectionally in the following sense: each model variable v ∗ corresponds to a single physical state variable v Ψ ; the
model lets its variables evolve with regards to a continuous time variable v ∗ (t) which is measured in standard physical units like seconds; model variable trajectories (v ∗ (t))t∈T can be
matched against physical state trajectories (v Ψ (t))t∈T timepoint by timepoint by comparing
v ∗ (t) with physical measurements M(v Ψ (t)) (and where time itself is measured in the physical world by a physical clock). Model trajectories (v ∗ (t))t∈T can predict physical trajectories
(v Ψ (t))t∈T . Such predictions about measurable reality are a critical property of system models
in the natural sciences.
The most common mathematical format for analytical system models are ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). This is the mathematical language which is typically used in electronic circuit engineering. It is also a formalism of ﬁrst choice in many models in computational and
theoretical neuroscience. At a ﬁner level of model granularity — needed often in materials
research, device engineering, or microchip layout — one can also ﬁnd partial differential equations or ﬁnite elements formalisms. Furthermore, stochastic versions of all of these may also
be employed. However, in this report we will generally base our discussion on ODE based
analytical models.
A crucial property of analytical system models is that the model variables v ∗ correspond 1-1 to
physical quantities (like voltages or currents) which are, at least in principle, measurable. These
model variables are quantiﬁed in terms of standard physical units of measurement, like Volt or
Ampere.
The analytical system model serves a number of helpful functions:
• It is the interface to the physical machine which is used by the developer of abstract
computational procedures. Abstract computing procedures are rarely (if ever) matched
directly against the hardware — programmers do not normally use oscilloscopes to test
or debug their programs.
• It is used by the hardware engineer to design and analyse physical systems.
• It can be used to simulate the physical system on a digital computer. This has become
an indispensable routine for hardware developers, and in unconventional computing it is
also needed by designers of abstract “algorithms”.

2.2.2 Abstract computational model
The abstract computational model sits on top of the analytical system model. It explains an
abstract computation u → y through a process between intermediate abstract state variables
mj . These abstract state variables are meta variables which are deﬁned by formal derivation
from analytical model variables v ∗ , possibly in cascades with intermediate meta variables, like
m1 in Figure 1B. In various contexts, such meta variables are called by names like “features”,
“properties”, “characteristics”, “descriptors”, “measures”, “records” or the like.
This picture (as in Figure 1B) is still a simpliﬁcation. In real-world practice one ﬁnds significant variations of this idealized scheme, which will become relevant when we later discuss
computational timescale extensions:
• The abstract modeling layer often is further sub-structured in layers of increasingly abstract models. A familiar case are compilation hierarchies in digital programming, where
at the lowest sub-layers one ﬁnds microprocessor instruction sets, then assembler code
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at the next higher level of abstraction, followed by further layers that are expressed in
increasingly “higher” programming languages, until at the top one may ﬁnd graphical user
interfaces. For computing with (possibly analog) spiking neuromorphic microprocessors,
such abstraction hierarchies are beginning to be developed [Zhang et al., 2020].
• In reservoir computing and other ﬁelds of unconventional computing, an analytical physical model is often not available. The abstract model of reservoir computing often reduces
to a representation of the input signal, followed by an un-modeled “reservoir”, followed by
a linear combination which deﬁnes the output signal from a number of reservoir-internal
observables. The abstract-level “programmer” who wants to solve a computational task
must at the same time operate like a physicist and provide and operate signal processing
and measurement apparatuses for feeding input signals to the physical reservoir system
and reading out the observables that become linearly combined into the abstract-level
output signal. The modeling gap between the abstract input and output must be ﬁlled
by a blackbox model, which in the case of reservoir computing is obtained by machine
learning methods (a simple regularized linear regression).
• Generalizing from the reservoir computing example, one can think of abstract models of
an input-to-output transformation process whose meta variables are only partly derived
from an analytical model, and in which unmodeled process gaps are ﬁlled by blackbox
models obtained with machine learning methods in experiments with the hardware system. Also the analytical system model may have gaps that are ﬁlled with experimentally
determined blackbox models. Figure 1C gives an impression. A variation of this theme
are analytical and abstract models which comprise a complete input-to-output transformation procedure but in which certain parameters have to be determined experimentally.
Blackbox models are those parts of an abstract model whose variables are not derived
as meta descriptors from analytical model variables. Blackbox models can be obtained
experimentally by machine learning methods, or they can be hand-designed under the
guidance of insight how local input variables that enter blackbox model become transformed to variables that leave the blackbox model, as illustrated in Figure 1D.
• While Horsman et al. consider a single user who embodies the representation relation,
in real life this embodiment will often be split over several human users each of whom
is taking care of realizing only one step in an abstraction hierarchy as in Figure 1B —
for instance, an electronics engineer takes care of representing a physical machine by
an analytical model; a microchip architecture designer creates the next abstraction level
with a machine instruction set; and so forth up the abstraction ladder to a web designer
creating a webstore interface. All these agents must communicate with at least the next
expert below and the next expert above. The further such mutual understanding reaches
out across levels, the more seamless become the operations of the overall multi-agent
“computational entity”. In the digital computing world such distributed but mutually informed division of expertise has become well established over the decades that this ﬁeld
could evolve. Progress in unconventional computing technologies is still hampered by
disciplinary boundaries between level specialists, like between materials scientists and
machine learning experts.
• The distinctions between the physical machine, the analytical model and abstract meta
models are not as clear-cut as we suggested so far. Consider, for example, an FPGA
processor. When it is programmed (better word: conﬁgured) in two different ways for
use in two different applications, its Boolean circuitry is in a sense “hardwired” in two
different ways. Would we say that these are two different physical machines, needing two
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different analytical models? Or more generally, if any digital machine includes non-volatile
memory devices, like a harddrive or a BIOS memory, and these devices are re-set, one
has permanently (though usually reversibly) changed the physics of the machine. Is a
new analytical model needed? At this moment we see two principled options to reconcile
such scenarios with our accounts from Figure 1:
1. Option 1: Observing that in digital machines the physically changeable memory elements together with their local control circuits are essentially bistable, a single analytical model which captures the bistable attractor dynamics of the memory elements
will cover all the possible non-volatile conﬁgurations.
2. Option 2: Non-digital machines may be subject to persisting physical changes which
cannot be cast as attractor dynamics. For instance, the graded resistance states of
ﬁlamentary or phase-change memristors would rather be mathematically described
as transients which are so slow that for practical purposes they become constant.
Such and other non-attractor, very slow physical changes could either become modeled in a highly resolving analytical model, as in option 1. A quite different option
would be to capitalize on the reversibility of such physical changes and mathematically cast a physical system as an equivalence class of reversible conﬁgurations.
This may be easier and more mathematically insightful than option 1.
The correspondence between physical state variables v Ψ (t) and their formal reﬂections v ∗ (t)
are bidirectional in the sense mentioned in the previous subsection. The correspondence between the abstract input, meta and output variables u, m, y and variables v ∗ in the analytical
model is of a different kind. For one, a single abstract variable can be formally derived from
several analytical model variables (like m1 and y in Figure 1), and a single analytical variable
can enter the derivation of several abstract variables (like x∗4 in the ﬁgure).
Furthermore, abstract model variables may temporally evolve in other ways than by following
trajectories measured by physical time t — this will be discussed in the next subsection. As we
will see later, this possible separation in “kinds of time” is a key for computational extensions of
timescales.
An abstract computational model need not and usually cannot predict the analytical system
model from which it is derived. The abstract model will often only exploit only a fraction of the
physical phenomena that are captured by the analytical model, and the abstract model may
contain subprocesses that have no apparent counterpart in the analytical model. The word
“model” in “abstract computational model” does not primarily refer to modeling the physical
system or its analytical reﬂection. When we speak of a formal Turing machine as a model, we
suggest that it is one possible way (one “model” among many) to formalize a speciﬁc input-tooutput transformation. Confusion is added by the fact that sometimes however we do speak
of an abstract computational as a model of a physical system, as in the case of the random
access machine model, which is tailored to match halfway realistically a physical von-Neumann
machine. But in general, the relation between an analytical physical model and an abstract
computational model is unidirectional and partial: some of the abstract meta variables are
formally derived from some of the analytical variables.
In order to emphasize this difference between the bidirectional relation between the physical
and analytical layers on the one hand, and the unidirectional relation between the analytical
physical model and the abstract computational model on the other hand, we use the word
“reﬂect” (= measure upwards and predict downwards) for the ﬁrst relation and the word “extract”
(= partially derive upwards) for the second.
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There is one limit to the freedom of decoupling an abstract computational model from an analytical system model: the abstract input u must be encodable in analytical input variables and
extractable from them, and the abstract output y must be decodable from analytical output
variables.
From an analytical system model one can extract an unlimited multitude of different abstract
computational models. They can be related to each other in abstraction hierarchies. But they
can also be represent incomparably different approaches to do useful “computations” on a
given hardware basis with its analytical system model. For instance, a piece of hardware
whose analytical model can be understood as a recurrent spiking neural network with adaptable
synaptic connections, could be used as a basis for abstract computational models of
• reservoir computing: adapt only the readout synaptic connections by some algorithmic
procedure that leads to a linear regression [He et al., 2019],
• unsupervised STDP learning which combined with a maximum-activity detection operation on selected neurons yields a classiﬁer [Yousefzadeh et al., 2018, Cove et al., 2018],
• gradient-descent learning using a spike-adapted version of backpropagation through time
[Yin et al., 2021],
just to list some examples of work done in the MemScales consortium.

2.2.3 Transformation-completeness and model viability.
We call an abstract model transformation-complete when it mathematically fully speciﬁes how
abstract outputs y result from inputs u. Abstract computational models used in computer science and neuromorphic computing are typically transformation-complete (while computational
models in the neurosciences are often not). Transformation-complete models can be simulated
on a digital computer.
A transformation-complete model can include blackbox models when they are fully mathematically speciﬁed. The meta variables inside blackbox components are not derived by abstraction
from analytical model variables. In an extreme case the entire u → y transformation is contained in a single blackbox model (Figure 1D). But even when the blackbox model is insightfully
hand-designed, it must be experimentally validated to approximately match the input-to-output
transformation of the physical target system.

u

m2
m1

_

y

m3
~3
m

Figure 2: Twofold determination of meta-variables m through dependency pathways within the abstract
computational model (green shadows) and via the enconding, analytical model transformations, and the extraction operations (orange shadows). Figure shows this double determination
for m3 .
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An transformation-complete abstract computational model must be valid in the following sense.
First notice that each meta variable m in it is determined in two ways: ﬁrstly, by its ultimate
dependence on the abstract input u, which is mediated through all paths within the abstract
model that lead from u to m. Let us call the version of m which is determined in this way by m̄.
In Figure 2, which is an excerpt from Figure 1B, we pick m3 to illustrate this. Here m̄3 depends
on u via the paths overlaid with green shadows. Secondly, m is also determined by its formal
derivation from variables in the analytical system model, which in turn are also dependent on
the abstract input signal u via the input encoding operation from u to u∗ followed by all pathways
inside the analytical model which lead from u∗ to variables x∗i which then are used to derive
m (these pathways have orange shadows in Figure 2). Let us call the version of m which is
determined along these second paths as m̃.
The two versions of m must approximately be the same, m̄ ≈ m̃. It is a delicate issue
how "approximately" should be deﬁned. It will depend on the many conditions that require
a case by case study what tolerance is admissible such that the computations deﬁned by
a transformation-complete abstract computational model in terms of variables m̄ are "well
enough" served by the replay in variables m̃ which are derived from the analytical model. The
situation becomes particularly difﬁcult to analyse when there are recurrent cycles in the dependency paths (like the cycles m2 → y → m3 → m2 or x∗3 → x∗4 → x∗3 in the ﬁgure). Such
recurrent dependencies incur the danger that small mismatches between m̄ and m̃ can become
magniﬁed over time.
In the world of digital computing, a "well enough" match between abstract bit variables m̄ with
values 0 or 1, which are extracted from analytically modeled gate voltages x∗i [Volt] as m̃, is
ensured by three effects:
• The extraction operation x∗i [Volt] → m̃ is a binary thresholding operation which is insensitive to real-valued minor variations of x∗i [Volt] → m̃.
• The recurrent dynamics of an electronic Boolean circuit model is a bistable attractor dynamics which makes x∗i [Volt] → m̃ converge very fast toward two widely separated ﬁxed
points.
• The global clock within the analytical model gives temporal reference points (in the middle
of a clock cycle, for instance) when the extraction x∗i [Volt] → m̃ is to be carried out, and
the electronic bistable dynamics will be safely converged closely enough to either of the
two Volt levels such that the thresholding operation will yield the correct 0 or 1 value.
We call the combination of an analytical physical model and a transformation-complete abstract
computational model valid if the meta variables m̄ as determined in the abstract model are
"well enough" approximated by the extracted m̃. From an eagle’s view this means that the
diagrams in Figure 1 must commute. This is the essential message from Stepney et al. [2018].
The devil is in the detail: these diagrams will rarely commute in mathematical exactness, and
which degrees (and which sorts) of mismatches between m̄’s and m̃’s make the abstract model
function as desired on the basis of the analytical model, versus making it disconnected from
it, or something in between (sometimes appropriate and functioning as desired and sometimes
not; or always functioning approximately in some sense) — needs to be studied anew for each
case as long as we do not have a worked-out theory for this.
A further challenge is that the analytical model must capture the real physical dynamics "well
enough", too. Similar considerations apply. The extraction operations here become experimental measuring operations. We do not pursue this issue in more depth here.
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2.3

What time is it, and where?

So far we have developed a three-level picture of computing systems, with the physical system at the basis, abstract computational models at the top, and an analytical physical system
model in between. For the theme of this report is it important to recognize that “time” may be
conceptualized, quantiﬁed and formalized differently on these levels.
The physical system evolves in physical time – that continuous arrow of change that physicists
and ordinary people (must) take for granted and that philosophers have not an easy time with
[Callender, 2011].
Analytical system models use the symbol t to capture the continuous physical time in their
ODEs, and the dot in ẋ means a rate of change that is quantiﬁed with respect to “real” seconds.
The formal system trajectories (x(t))tmin ≤t≤tmax can be aligned to physical reality by human
experts with physical measurements and stopwatches, and there seems little to debate.
However, when it comes to the abstract computational models, there are many ways for time to
enter the game.
We start with a striking observation: in the textbooks of theoretical computer science one will not
ﬁnd the word “second”. The update steps of a Turing machine, or the sequence of algorithmic
transformations of symbolic data structures, are not connected to physical time. This has a
deep reason: the theory of symbolic computing has historically emerged from the study of
logical inference. Turing invented the Turing machine not as a model of a physical machine,
but as a model of the logical reasoning steps that lead a mathematical reasoner from one
argument in a proof to the next. One can say that the forward progression in the execution
symbolic algorithms steps from Truth to Truth, — not from Time to Time. The decoupling from
physical time is even explicitly stated by Turing [1936]: “It is always possible for the computer
to break off from his work, to go away and forget all about it, and later to come back and
go on with it” — provided that “the computer” (a human male in Turing’s famous article) left
a written note to remind him later at which stadium in the computation he took a break. In
modern digital-technology parlance: after writing a bit into a memory cell, the bit stays there
for arbitrary (physical-real) timespans until it is read again or overwritten. The availability of
non-volatile discrete state changes in digital computers allows digital computations to decouple
from physical time.
On the other hand, there are abstract computational models that do use the “t” of physicists.
In particular we think of the signal transformation procedures which are designed in the ﬁelds
of (analog) signal processing and control. These are abstract computational models, whose
structure is often illustrated in box-and-arrow diagrams with the boxes being ﬁlters and the
arrows signals s(t).
We will use the term mode of progression to refer to the way how the successive transformations of meta variables in the course of a computational process can be seen as “some kind of
time”. We use the symbol t to denote any mode of progression.
In between the physically measurable time t on the one end, and the purely logical inference updates on the other end of a spectrum which ranges from physical-temporal to logical-atemporal,
there are abstract computational models which use intermediate or hybrid modes of progression, for instance
• sampled timesteps ∆t in digital signal processing theory (still synchronized with physical
time t);
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• dimensionless “unit” timesteps in iterated function models of computing, for example
discrete-time recurrent neural networks;
• models of information-processing based on hybrid logical-physical modeling formalisms
used in the formal veriﬁcation of hardware-embedded digital computing systems [Geuvers
et al., 2010], where logical argumentation steps are intertwined with analytical physical
models of components of the complex hardware system that is being modeled;
• models of real-time operating systems for digital hardware where certain computational
processes (expressed algorithmically as a sequence of logical update steps) must not
exceed a limited number of update steps, such that this number times the (physical) clock
period does not exceed a physical time limit,
• Petri net models of concurrent information processing systems which come in many variations with regards to time models, from the classical purely discrete algorithmic version
through timed variants to variants that involve continuous ﬂows of tokens, deﬁned with
respect to continuous but arbitrary (not physical) time [Alla and David, 1998].
In summary: while the physical computing system evolves in the real-world physical time, and
the analytical physical system model must describe state evolutions with respect to the measurable t (measured in seconds), “anytime goes” for the meta variables’ modes of progression
in abstract computational models.
This view leads to an interesting issue which is of importance for the theme of this report.
Given (i) that the analytical system model uses physically measurable time t for monitoring the
evolution of its analytical variables v ∗ , and (ii) that in the abstract computational model other
modes of progression may be used for the meta variables u, m, y, the question arises how one
can formally change the mode of progression when one extracts abstract meta variables from
analytical variables or other meta variables. There are many ways. For illustration here is an
ad hoc list of mathematical operations to create new meta variables from existing analytical or
other meta variables. The ﬁrst two extraction methods in this list are the two most widely used
methods to obtain meta variables m(t) that inherit the progression modus of physical time t and
thus are synchronized to the variables they are derived from:
• A meta variable m(t) with the physical mode of progression t can be obtained through a
function m(t) = G(v1∗ (t), . . . , vn∗ (t) of analytical variables.
• A meta variable m(t) can be obtained through a ﬁlter (m(t))t∈R = H((v∗ (t))t∈R ) which
transforms vector signals (v∗ (t))t∈R to meta signals (m(t))t∈R .
• Analytical model variables v(t) or other meta variables m(t), where t is the physical time
t[sec] ∈ R, can be abstracted by dropping the commitment that the time parameter means
the physical time that can be measured with physical clocks. To reveal this dramatic conceptual change in formal notation, we use t∅ as symbol for dimensionless time. The
abstraction then is formally effected by the simple replacement of t by t∅ . Abstract computational models that use dimensionless time can represent physical systems that run
at arbitrary physical speeds.
• By discretizing physical time t through sampling with physical period length ∆[sec] one
gets discrete time n∆[sec] where n ∈ Z.
• From discrete-time abstract models with progression modes n∆[sec] or n one can always extract further discrete-time abstract models by subsampling, and sometimes by
supersampling (interpolation).
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• Discrete physical time n∆[sec] can be abstracted to dimensionless discrete time n. –
Note that every analytical or abstract model which uses continuous time t can be discretized by sampling, but the converse is not true: there are discrete-time system models
(for instance, expressed in an iterated map formalism) for which no continuous-time corresponding system exists from which the discrete-time model is obtained through sampling.
• From analytical variable vectors v or meta variable vectors m which have modes of progression t ∈ {t[sec], t∅ , n∆[sec], n}, one can extract a new meta variable m′ by deﬁning (i)
a binary 0-1 trigger signal s(t) which is zero most of the time and jumps to one whenever
v(t) or m(t) in their evolution meet some trigger criterion, and (ii) a ﬁlter M operating on
the trajectories of v(t) resp. m(t). The new variable m′ has mode of progression n and
consists of the sequence of values returned by M at times t where the trigger signal is
one. Alternatively, one may also keep a record of the inter-trigger intervals and include
this information in the progression mode of m′ , which would then take the format of a sequence of inter-trigger intervals of variable length. A familiar example is the abstraction of
a continuous-time, continuous-valued neural membrane potential signal (as it may come
out of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations for example) to a binary spike train signal. In digital
real-time operating systems, the trigger signal can indicate the completion of a subprocess and M copies the result thereof. Event-based abstract computational models are
generally extracted from analytical models by such wait-trigger-read mechanisms.
• By various methods of memorizing/buffering, predicting, and time-warping one can locally
stretch or compress a mode of progression t such that a source progression v(t) or m(t)
becomes bidirectionally mapped on a target progression m′ (t) in the same mode. There
is a multitude of options which would need to be discussed in detail, depending on the
speciﬁc formats of variables and their modes of progression. This is outside the scope of
this report.
• One can deﬁne complex or compositional modes of progression in at least two ways.
Firstly, one can let a variable m evolve in different modes at different periods in its evolution, for instance alternating between discrete and continuous update windows. The
structure of such composition-in-time would be characterized by meta-modes. Secondly,
one can consider sets of variables whose members evolve according to different modes
of progression, with some sort of coordination between them. Such composition-in-space
would again be characterized by meta-modes. Both ways could also be combined.
This indicative list must sufﬁce here. A more complete catalogue of modes of progression, and
an in-depth study of which modes can be obtained by formal operations from which other ones
and for what formal types of variables and laws of evolution, remain to be worked out. Such
a theory would be needed for a full understanding of our theme, “computational extensions of
timescales”. Two interrelated key questions which await a systematic investigation are
1. How can the loss of information be characterized when abstracting variables to new
modes of progression? Can modes of progression be ordered in an abstraction hierarchy, such that variables with modes higher in the hierarchy can be extracted from variables with modes lower in the hierarchy, but not vice versa? Presumably the physical time
mode t[sec] would lie at the bottom, and the atemporal logical inference steps of progression mode n in symbolic proof engines or the Turing machine would be found very high in
the hierarchy.
2. If an abstract computational model is formalized with modes of progressions that lie high
in the abstraction hierarchy of modes of progression, are there systematic ways to successively design less abstract models, ultimately arriving at an analytical physical model
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with mode t[sec], such that the more abstract models in this sequence can be extracted
from the “lower” ones? This is the question of systematic “compilation” mechanisms which
can bridge different levels of modes of progression. An example of a speciﬁc compilation
hierarchy of this kind is the neuromorphic system engineering framework proposed by
Zhang et al. [2020].

2.4

Timing of input and output

Input can be delivered to an abstract computing model in various ways, for instance
1. as (part of) the initial state as in Turing machines, the Hopﬁeld network, or the abstract
model of a computing system proposed by Horsman et al. [2014],
2. as clamped input like in the Boltzmann machine [Ackley et al., 1985], or
3. as interactive input which is given to the computing system intermittently during its operation by a user, as in models of interactive Turing machines [van Leeuwen and Wiedermann, 2001], or
4. as an online signal which is continually fed to the computing system during its operation.
It is possible to formally represent the ﬁrst three of these options as special cases of the last
one, for instance as follows:
1. The input signal gets an extra channel with only two possible values 1 and 0, which is set
at start time t = 0 to 1, and in addition a constant signal that at every time is equal to
(an encoding of) the desired system start state x(0), and add a special mechanism to the
system equations which set the system state to x(0) when the extra input channel reads
“1”.
2. The input signal has the constant “clamped” input value at all times.
3. Like in 1., add an extra 0-1 indicator input channel to an input signal which in its other
channels has a “payload” input sequence, with the system equations conﬁgured such
that the payload input is read whenever the indicator channel shows a “1”.
These methods to cast inputs of sorts 1. – 3. as signals have been used, for instance, in the
extensive studies of long-term memory capabilities in recurrent neural networks in Martens and
Sutskever [2011] and Jaeger [2012].
In the remainder of this report we will thus consider “inputs” always as a temporal signal that is
fed to the computing system throughout its operation.
By analogous arguments we will consider “outputs” likewise as temporal signals that are issued
by the computing system throughout its operation.

2.5

Concepts of timescales

So far we worked out what we understand by a computing system, at a level of differentiation
that will be suitable for discussing “computational extensions” of timescales. But we have not
yet clariﬁed what we mean by “timescales”. In the following subsections we take a closer look
and will ﬁnd that there are quite different sorts of them, and angles to look at them.
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2.5.1 Next to the physical basis: timescales as time constants
Computing systems are physical systems. Arguably the most popular formalism in physical
system modeling is ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Physicists, neuroscientists or electronic circuit engineers will almost by reﬂex describe their target systems through state vectors
x(t) ∈ Rn , where the individual system variables x1 , . . . , xn correspond to physical quantities
measured in standard physical units like Volt or Ohm, and the dynamics of the system is expressed by coupled differential equations
τi ẋi = fi (x, u, a),

(1)

where i = 1, . . . , n and u(t) is an optional input signal and a is an optional vector of control
parameters, and τi is the time constant of the dynamics of the physical quantity xi . When τi is
large, physicists and dynamical systems mathematicians call xi a slow variable, and when it is
small, a fast one. When all these equations are set up appropriately, the model will describe
the temporal evolution of all the physical quantities modeled by the variables xi in numerically
correct rates of change with respect to the real-world physical time t, standardly expressed
in seconds. One sometimes calls the time constants τi suggestively the native or intrinsic
timescales of the respective physical quantities, with a background intuition that these time
constants reﬂect the “real”, or “causal”, or “physical” timescale of the concerned quantity. We
will use the term “physical time constant” in a quite narrow sense, namely for time constants
associated with the physically measurable variables in ODE models whose variables are quantiﬁed in standard units of measurements.
We note that the absolute values of such time constants depend on the choice of units of
measurement, both for system state variables and for time itself. If one measures time in
hours instead of seconds, all time constants will have to be scaled by 1/3600; if one measures
some voltage xi in mV instead of V, one has to scale its time constant by a factor of 1000.
The absolute values of time constants, and the ratios of time constants of two variables that
correspond to different physical sorts (like voltage vs. current), are thus in essence arbitrary,
and it makes little sense to speak of a fast variable only because its formal time constant is
small.
There is however a crucial aspect of physical time constants that is not arbitrary. It comes to
the surface when one compares two models A and B of a physical system, both expressed in
the same units of measurement, where between the two versions there is a 1-1 mapping of a
subset of system variables. For instance, in an electronic circuit model A one may change one
resistance to obtain version B, which would give a global 1-1 variable mapping between A and
B. Or in A one might add a little extra subcircuit to get B; the 1-1 mapping would be between
the variables of A and all the variables in B that do not belong to the newly inserted subcircuit.
When one compares A with B, the ratios between the time constants of the 1-1 mapped system
variables is independent of the choice of units of measurement, and it is these ratios which
guide a system engineer to let the ﬁnal design fulﬁl its temporal speciﬁcations.
There are of course other modeling formalisms for physical systems besides ODEs, for instance partial or stochastic differential equations or more general sorts of stochastic process
formalisms. In some of these one can ﬁnd canonical correspondents to ODE time constants,
for instance for the drift component in stochastic differential equations (chapter 15 in Kuehn
[2015]), or the (inverse of the) variance of a Gaussian transition kernel in continuous Markov
processes. We are however not aware of a uniﬁed deﬁnition of time constants across several
classes of modeling formalisms, and will restrict our discussion to ODE models since these are
so widely used, and since the mathematical theory of what mathematicians call multi-timescale
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systems is rooted in ODE models [Kuehn, 2015].
A hallmark of physical time constants is that if one wants a system in whose model they are
changed, one has to change the physical make-up of the system. An electronic circuit engineer
who wants a certain time constant become faster or slower will have to create a new physical variant of the system, for instance by changing capacities or resistances or adding new
circuitry.
Physical system models made by physicists or engineers are almost always intended to be analytical models, as opposed to the blackbox models that are typical in machine learning. In an
analytical modeling spirit, the model’s variables and formal dynamical laws should correspond
to the “real” physical quantities and physical mechanisms in the target system. Thus, the model
variables xi should correspond to classical physical quantities which are measured with standard physical units. As a consequence, an analytically minded physical system modeler cannot
do what mathematicians often like to do, namely investigate the same system in a transformed
coordinate system. For instance, in a two-dimensional system model with x1 capturing a voltage in Volts and x2 a resistance in Ohms, applying a linear coordinate transformation A to state
vectors (x1 , x2 )′ would give new system variables (z1 , z2 )′ = A (x1 , x2 )′ which would formally
correspond to weighted mixtures of voltages with resistances, for which there is no meaningful
physical unit of measurement, and it would not be possible to build a measurement apparatus
that could directly measure z1 or z2 . Analytical ODE system models and their time constants
are in a deep sense “mathematically locked” to a speciﬁc coordinate system.
An intuitive interpretation of physical time constants is not straightforward. Making a time constant τi smaller or larger in a system model does not imply that the concerned system variable
xi always changes faster or slower. For example,
• when a system whose time constants are all very small (hence called “fast”) is close
to a ﬁxed point attractor, and its input signal is constant (or this system has no input),
the system variables will be asymptotically coming to a standstill despite their fast time
constants;
• a system whose model has all very large (“slow”) time constants can exhibit fast oscillations even with absent or constant input if its internal feedback gains are strong enough,
• a coupled oscillator system model with a “fast” variable xi that is associated with a small
time constant τi may display slow changes of xi ﬁrst, which become fast oscillations when
τi is increased — due to shifting the overall dynamics to a resonance frequency which
was suppressed when τi was small.
There is thus not universal connection between making time constants smaller (in model simulations and/or by modifying the physical system) and observing that the concerned system
variables “move faster”.
It requires a case-by-case discussion to understand how a speciﬁc physical time constant
impacts on dynamical “speed” properties of the modeled system. The observed “speed of
change” of a variable xi with time constant τi will depend, among other factors, on fast/slow
properties of the driving input, strength of system-internal feedback, attractors present in the
system, or whether the system is observed in transients or close to attractors. Intuitive or mathematical timescale-relevant interpretations of τi will differ. Examples for such case-by-case
interpretations of time constants:
• When a system is driven by slow input, such that its (single) ﬁxed point attractor is adiabatically following the input, the time constant τi characterizes an exponential rate of
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convergence to the ﬁxed point, which for changing input translates to more precise or
shorter delay input tracking when τi gets smaller.
• (Only) in system models without input, scaling all time constants by the same scaling
factor a will make the system trajectory x(t) move slower or faster through the state space
Rn in proportion to the scaling factor a. This may be the original motivation to call the τi
by the name “time constants”.
• In singular perturbation methods in mathematical studies of so-called slow-fast systems,
the ODE models have two groups of equations, one group with small and the other with
large time constants (the “fast and slow subsystems”). When the ratio of the small over
the large time constant approaches zero, speciﬁc operating and interaction conditions for
the two subsystems can be isolated:
– The fast subsystem approximately behaves as if the slow subsystem is standing still,
yielding a control parameter vector to the fast subsystem. This admits bifurcation
analyses of the fast subsystem.
– The dynamics of the slow subsystem can be studied using only the equations of the
slow subsystem on the critical manifold C0 ⊂ Rn embedded in the total state space,
where C0 is the set of zeros of the fast subsystem. Close to C0 , system trajectories
will be “pulled along” these slow trajectories within C0 if C0 is an attracting surface.
It becomes clear from such considerations that time constants in physical system models capture “real” physical dynamical characteristics of the concerned state variables on the one hand,
but that on the other hand these physical characteristics do not 1-1 translate to phenomenal
“fastness” or “slowness”. The time constants which one ﬁnds in analytical ODE models of physical systems (or rather, their reciprocals τi−1 ) would maybe better be called “coupling strength
constants” than “time constants”: the larger τi−1 , the stronger is xi impacted by the other system variables on the r.h.s. in ẋi = τi−1 fi (x, u, a). Since an analytical system is a stand-in for the
real physical system, and its dynamics reﬂect physical causality, one could also say that these
ODE time constants model causal effects.

2.5.2 Timescales of change
In contrast to the causal effects that are reﬂected in the analytical system model, “timescales” in
abstract computational models are phenomenal. When we speak of timescales in the context
of abstract computational processes, we describe how things change, not why.
In this subsection we consider the phenomenal aspect of “speed of change”. This is maybe
the aspect that is most immediately associated with the word “timescales”. The core intuition
here is that we call a temporally evolving variable “fast” if it changes strongly within short time
intervals, like high-frequency oscillations; and we call it “slow” if it changes only a little or not at
all as time goes on.
This basic aspect of “changing fast” vs. “changing slowly” is an idea of motion, “fast” meaning
that much distance is covered per time unit. We can thus discuss timescales of change only for
mathematical objects that lie in spaces where some kind of distance measure is available, like
a mathematical metric or the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This includes objects like
• numerical (scalar) variables,
• vectors of numerical variables,
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• suitably restricted classes of functions into metric spaces like f : D → Rn which yield
metrizable function spaces; this includes many kinds of vector ﬁelds,
• probability distributions over measurable spaces,
• nodes in an undirected graph where distance is graph distance,
and more. We leave it at that, and will refer to mathematical objects that come with some
notion of distance as metric descriptors with the understanding that we admit other distancelike measures besides the standard mathematical deﬁnition of a metric.
In many theoretically important and practically useful formal models of computing systems
(including the Turing machine), the three sorts of formal objects u(t), x(t), y(t) are however not
metric descriptors but discrete objects like truth values, symbolic expressions, graphs or neural
spikes. In order to start discussing “speed of change” in such situations, one can attempt to
create meta descriptors which are metric in some sense and thus admit the deﬁnition of rates of
temporal change. A common example is to deﬁne spatial or temporal averages of spike counts
to get continuous-valued spike rates m(t) which are metric descriptors. In a run of a Turing
machine with tape alphabet {A, B} one could (an entirely arbitrary example) deﬁne as a metric
descriptor m(t) the the number of A’s written on the tape during the last 100 update cycles up
to time t. This would make m(t) a number between 0 and 100 which would change by at most
±1 in a step from time t to t + 1, a measurable increment upon which timescale characteristics
can be deﬁned.
Thus, if we have a time series v(t) or v(n) in continuous or discrete time, and v is a metric
descriptor — how can we deﬁne and measure “speed of change”? Here are some important
options.
• A signal processing engineer will transform v(t) or v(n) to the frequency domain and call it
slow when the Fourier spectrum is dominated by low frequency components (which in turn
leads to the question how, precisely, one will declare frequency spectra to be dominated
by what frequency components).
• In wavelet transforms, slow components of v(t) or v(n) could be associated with the
projections on wide-support wavelets.
∫T
• A mathematician may want to compute norms like 1/T ( t=0 |v̇(t)|k dt)1/k and call v fast
if this norm is large, on the grounds that a large norm implies “a lot of change” during a
reference time interval T .
• Such norms however would also be large for a constant ramp signal v̇(t) = const when
the slope is large. This may often not∫ be what one wants, and one might prefer higherT
order measures of change, like 1/T ( t=0 |v̈(t)|k dt)1/k which quantify variations in speed
of change instead of only speed of change itself.
• All such norm-based measures will scale linearly or nonlinearly with scalings α v of the
concerned signal. This may or may not be desired, and if not, the signal v(t) would ﬁrst
have to be normalized in some way.
• A complex systems researcher might consider v(t) as slow when its autocorrelation plot
has a “fat tail”, that is when there are long-term temporal correlations which decay slower
than exponentially. More generally, autocorrelation spectra may be said to contain slow
components when autocorrelation values for large timelags are large.
• A dynamical systems mathematician will identify regions in an ODE state space Rn
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where v(t) moves slowly vs. regions where it moves fast, measured by |v̇|. Here slowness/fastness becomes a local property that changes with time t.
This list illustrates that there are many natural options to deﬁne quantitative measures of rates
or speeds or variations of change.
In all these measures there is another source of freedom of deﬁnition, arising from the question how locally vs. globally one deﬁnes these measures. Consider a signal v(t) which jumps
between the values 0 and 1 with steep ﬂanks, staying at the two extreme values for extended
periods. To the degree that the ﬂanks are steep, most of the measures listed above will give
large values in small measurement intervals around the ﬂanks, and zero “speed of change”
when measured within one of the two plateaus. One might opt for deﬁning the speed of change
for such a signal (if it is stationary in the sense of stochastic processes) as the measure value
in the limit of the measuring interval T going to inﬁnity. But this will hide the possibly interesting
and relevant fact that there are clearly discernible fast and slow subperiods. Measures of speed
of change should thus be qualiﬁed by the observation interval. Instead of a single speed-ofchange measurement value for a signal v(t) one gets a hierarchy of such values, with levels
ordered by durations of T ; and within each level T one gets a distribution over measurement
values.
Summarizing, a full account of analysing timescales of change for a stationary signal v(t) or
v(n) would include
1. the choice of a numerical measure µ that yields a “speed of change” value for any given
observation window [t, t + T ],
2. for each T > 0, a probability distribution over the outcomes (µ([t, t + T ]))0≤t≤∞ .
Further complications occur when the signal v(t) is nonstationary. We will not attempt in this
report to unravel the issues that arise in such cases.

2.5.3 Timescales of reactivity
For computational systems it is relevant to know how soon will the system react to inputs? This
question in turn comes a number of interesting variants:
• In the classical model of symbolic computing, based on formalisations of algorithms like
the Turing machine or computer programs, the question of reaction time to an initial input
has become thoroughly studied in the theory of computational complexity, in particular
time complexity. The time complexity of an algorithm is deﬁned via the number of discrete
state update steps that the algorithm needs to return the result, deﬁned as the asymptotic
growth function by which this stepping-time increases when the size of the input argument
grows.
• Tasks that require online reactions to event-like input from the user often come with an
objective to react to the inputs with short latency.
• In neuroscience modeling and analog signal processing one considers the real-time delays after which the hardware system shows a response to information in the continuous
input signal. Different characteristics of the response (e.g. accuracy or statistical reliability) can reveal themselves after different delays, which more accurate or more reliable
response components arriving later. Similarly, classical symbolic anytime algorithms can
be queried for output after different processing durations, earning more precise or reliable
results when one waits longer.
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• In feedback tracking control systems, higher feedback gains lead to faster and more precise tracking, at the risk of coming closer to instability of the control loop.
• Time-to-failure prediction systems are often used in predictive maintenance of engines,
generators or other industrial systems. These algorithms are typically machine learning
models. Here a fast reactivity would mean that early warnings are generated, which in
turn means that the monitoring system reacts very sensitively to changes in the monitored
diagnostic signals. While high sensitivity of an online computing process is not the same
as fast reactivity, the desired early reactions are a closely related aspect of reactivity
timescales.
These examples appear to be rather different in their nature, and collecting them under the
headline of “reactivity” is somewhat ad hoc. A more systematical analysis is beyond the scope
of this report.

2.5.4 Timescales of memory
The MemScales project is concerned with a speciﬁc sort of physical systems, namely those that
“compute” — brains, digital computers, analog electronic microchips and beyond those, other
unconventional substrates and systems. For a dynamical system to “compute” it is quintessential that it can preserve and transform information over time. How to memorize what on what
timescale is the name-giving theme of our project.
The most natural (if not naive) concept of “memorizing” is to cast it as “storing”: putting things
on a shelf where they can be fetched whenever needed. This is in fact the concept of memory
that dominates digital computing practice and theory: “writing” bits into non-volatile memory
devices and “reading” or “deleting” them when needed.
But in many non-digital hardware systems including brains, non-volatile memory devices are
not available or are plagued by numerical imprecision, process variation (at fabrication time),
temperature sensitivity, stochastic ﬂuctuations and device mismatch. The spectacular, classical
long-term studies by psychologist Bartlett [1932] highlight that human memory systems do not
“store” information but always keep on transforming any memorized information, continually reshaping and re-coding memory traces in order to preserve an overall consistent cognitive world
representation. “Memorizing” thus is a complex game which includes
• encoding information in dynamical sub-processes at the time when this information appears in the input or when it was internally generated,
• propagating this encoding during some time lag by keeping traces or transformations of
it “alive” in the ongoing system dynamics,
• decoding it back to a useful format when later needed.
Each of these three stages can become more concretely spelled out and realized in a multitude
of ways which differ with regards to, for example, how the elusive concept of “information” is
understood in the ﬁrst place; whether the input is given only once at the beginning of a run
of an algorithm or streams in continuously (and similarly whether the decoding is done only
once at the end of a run or a continuous stream of readings from memory is needed); whether
a gradual degradation of the (encoded) information over time is acceptable or not; what kind
of dynamical mechanism is exploited for each of the three stages; or whether the memorizing
dynamics are interwoven with learning processes that change the processing system itself
(arguably always the case in biological brains), etc. Further scintillating facets are added to the
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picture by the overlay of different memory mechanisms in the same processing system to cope
with multiscale temporal tasks; meta-mechanisms of attention to decide which parts of currently
available information needs to be memorized; other meta-mechanisms of addressing to decide
where information can be found to be identiﬁed and decoded; and not to forget: forgetting or
overwrite mechanisms to free “memory capacity”.
There are many options for mathematical deﬁnitions and numerical measures of “how much
information of what sort” is propagated through a time lag ∆. In the reservoir computing literature, a popular measure is the memory capacity introduced in Jaeger [2002]. This is a simple
measure based on the correlation between input and output signals which is easily measured in
computer experiments. However, a more fundamental and insightful deﬁnition/measure would
be to deﬁne and quantify “information transfer” by the mutual information between system states
x(t) and x(t+∆) separated by a lag ∆. This measure is independent of (bijective) encoding and
decoding operations; it is a characteristic of the processing system with states x itself.
This information-theoretic line of thinking about “memory” implies that one cannot determine
whether a system is capable of memorizing by looking only at a single example pair (x(t), x(t +
∆)): even when one observes that a system is exactly in the same state x(t) = x(t + ∆) before
and after the lag, this does not mean that the system has memorized x(t). In an informationtheoretic view, memory mechanisms must be deﬁned and identiﬁed by considering distributions
of earlier-later system state pairs, in order to assess whether or how much information has been
transferred through the lag interval.
Or, alternatively to considering distributions over states, one can deﬁne mutual-informationbased memory for states that encode distributions. If x(t) and x(t + ∆) each represent probability distributions, the mutual information between even a single such pair is deﬁned. Such
states-as-distributions occur, for instance, when x(n + ∆) is the probability vector obtained
from in a discrete Markov chain with transition matrix M by x(n + 1) = (M ′ )∆ x(n), or when
x(t) describes the evolution of a Fokker-Planck equation.
Hybrids between these two options can also be deﬁned. Consider a stochastic system with
states x(n) or x(t) whose states are “just states”, not representing probability distributions, for
example the symbol state sequences of a discrete Markov chain X(n) over a state set S. Every
state s ∈ S can be associated with the conditional distribution Ys,k over k-step continuations of
the process, that is the distribution over S k given by
Ys,k (s1 , . . . , sk ) = P (X(n + 1) = s1 , . . . , X(n + k) = sk | X(n) = s).
Then, when one has a pair of states x(n) = s, x(n + ∆) = s′ , one can deﬁne and measure
the information carried from x(n) to x(n + ∆) by the mutual information I(Ys,k ; Ys′ ,k ). This
way (which can be very much generalized) of associating or even identifying physical system
states with the conditional distribution of the process’ future after that state has a venerable
history in physics [Zadeh, 1969] and has become central in certain representations of stochastic processes, such as epsilon machines in complex systems studies [Shalizi and Crutchﬁeld,
2001], multiplicity automata in theoretical computer science [Schützenberger, 1961], observable operator models in machine learning and mathematical theory of stochastic processes
[Jaeger, 2000], and predictive state representations in reinforcement learning and agent modeling [Littman et al., 2002]. A unifying review is given by Thon and Jaeger [2015]. This view
is also constitutive for the predictive brain hypothesis in cognitive science [Clark, 2013] which
posits that neural brain states encode expectations about what is going to happen next.
Unfortunately, numerically estimating the mutual information from samples of two distributions
is both computationally expensive and even not well-deﬁned unless one makes additional asDeliverable D1.2
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sumptions about the distributions. In practice one will often take resort to correlational measures which sometimes provide qualitatively similar insights as mutual information [Metzner
and Krauss, 2021].
Deﬁning and measuring from samples the information transfer between two systems or between two times in the same system has been extensively studied. Many deﬁnitions and
estimation algorithms have been proposed besides basic correlation and mutual information,
for instance transfer entropy [Schreiber, 2000] which is an information theoretic measure, or
Granger causality which in its original formulation is correlation-based [Granger, 1969], or correntropy [Xu et al., 2008] which is a hybrid. The last reference also gives a brief survey of
other measures. Some of these measures are symmetric (correlation, mutual information and
correntropy) which is maybe counter-intuitive: one may wish that information be carried forward
through time is not the same as the information “reﬂected backward”. Transfer entropy and
Granger are non-symmetric and have been designed to capture a direction of causation. We
cannot attempt a comprehensive account here.
When one has settled for a measure M (∆) of information transfer across a time lag ∆, in order
to deﬁne timescales of memory it is not enough to consider the information transfer across
a single such lag. Instead one should base timescale discussions on memory curves f :
[0, ∆max ] → R≥0 , ∆ 7→ M (∆). These forgetting curves may take qualitatively quite different
shapes, indicative of different kinds of forgetting/memorizing. They can range from almost
rectangular curves indicating perfect recollection up to a critical lag after which there is total
forgetting (Figure 3A), to gradual long-time decay of memory traces (Figure 3C), with many
interesting special cases like exponential decay or fat tails. It becomes clear that speaking
about a “memory timescale” needs a careful deﬁnition of which measure of information transfer
is used and which are the geometric properties of the memory curve.
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Figure 3: Illustrating the diversity of memory curves: Three memory curves, showing a correlational
measure (determination coefﬁcient) between inputs and outputs of the same recurrent neural
network under the inﬂuence of three different hyperparmetrizations. Figure taken from Jaeger
[2002].

In the light of all of these ramiﬁcations and complications, speaking about “timescales of memory” ceases to be a straightforward affair. This is true for artiﬁcial computing systems as well
as for brains. Upon closer inspection, the customary coarse distinction between short-term,
working, and long-term memory spreads out into a tangle of interwoven phenomena and mechanisms which in the human brain are served by a multitude of physiological mechanisms and
anatomical structures (discussions in [Fusi and Wang, 2016, Jaeger, 2017]). If we neuromorDeliverable D1.2
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phic computing researchers take our mission to “learn from the brain” seriously, we should
brace ourselves to meet with extreme complexity.

2.6

Absolute and relative timescales

In a number of online computational task types, in particular in
• signal processing and control (using analog or digital processors) where the processing
system is entrained to the driving input signal, and
• “real-time” information processing based on cascaded classical symbolic algorithms which
in fast succession carry out sub-algorithms which have to terminate after admissible delays,
the task deﬁnition has input and output speciﬁcations that are based on physical modes of progression like t[sec] or n∆[sec]. Designing computing systems for such tasks can be challenging
for a number of reasons:
• The formalism used for the abstract computational model must be expressed in physical
modes of progression for the input and output variables, which leads to formalization and
design challenges when intermediate processing is most naturally expressed in terms
of atemporal logical modes of progression. An example is control and action selection
architectures for cognitive mobile robots, where continuous sensor-motor control loops
must be integrated with naturally symbolic planning routines.
• If the underlying hardware is non-digital and only commands on volatile memory mechanisms, its physical time constants must be such that in concert with the abstract computational model all physical timescale constraints for speed of change, reactivity, and
memory must be met. If all one has available is a physically fast system but one wishes
to use it for a slow task, one has to extract slow enough meta descriptors for the abstract
computational model to exploit them for the task — which we did in the precursor project
NeurRAM3 in the heartbeat monitoring task where we had to “slow down” the too fast
Dynap-SE neuromorphic microprocessor with purely computational methods [He et al.,
2019]. If conversely the available hardware is too slow for the task, one would have to
ﬁnd “faster than hardware physics” meta descriptors. We lack an example. We suggest
in passing that one way to create fast meta descriptors from slow oscillatory variables in
the analytical system model may be to transform the latter to steeper-ﬂanked versions
ﬁrst (for instance by taking higher powers of the slow signal) and then superimpose such
steepened signals with delays, earning fast oscillations with steep ﬂanks as “raw material”
for sped-up abstract computations.
In digital real-time systems the design of chip and computer architectures, operating systems,
and programming paradigms can become challenging. The higher the complexity of computations that need to be carried out in a given (real) short timespan, the shorter the clock cycle
time must be. But there are limits to speeding up clock cycle times. Unfortunately, the trend in
sub-10 nm technologies goes rather the opposite direction: on-chip delays become ever longer
compared to the fast clock cycles used in modern processors and systems-on-chips [Saraswat,
2006].
In continuous online or real-time tasks we say that the computing system must meet absolute
timescale requirements.
A different situation occurs in ofﬂine processing tasks, where a static data structure is inputted
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to a computing system at the start of a computation run, and the result is outputted at the end
of the run. This is the classical view of executing an algorithm in the digital-symbolic paradigm.
Here it is usually desired (for reasons of economy of use) that the computing machine runs as
fast as possible in its physical processing time. However, when
• the input data structure is itself a timeseries (for instance a pre-recorded signal or a text)
where relevant information of different sorts develops at different timescales,
• and this timeseries is processed incrementally “from left to right”,
the processing system must command on memory timescales that can preserve input information across different delays. This is the case in many text, speech, music, video or gesture
processing tasks.
In digital machines this poses no principled problem because input or interim information structures can be digitally stored for as long as needed. Any memory duration demands can be
satisﬁed by storing intermediate information in a RAM, and retrieve that information at any later
time when needed.
In contrast, for neuromorphic or other non-digital hardware systems with volatile memory physics
only, staggered memory timescales mandate that several timescales are effectively available,
either directly in the physical (causal) timescales of the machine or by creating suitable meta
descriptors and interpreting the task solution in terms of those. We then speak of the necessity
to have a choice of relative timescales available.

2.7

Section summary and clariﬁed task speciﬁcation

We started out the MemScales project with a general awareness that on the one hand,
• analog, spiking neuromorphic hardware with volatile memory devices will usually provide
only a small number of physical timescales,
but on the other hand,
• many computational tasks pose timescale demands that do not directly match the physically available ones,
which led to a core objective of MemScales, “computational extension of timescales”. We are
now in a much better position than at the time of writing the proposal to understand the nature
of this objective (as explained in this theory section), and to assess and try out solutions (next
section).
Summarizing the ﬁndings of our theoretical explorations, the task of “computational extension
of timescales” can now be re-stated in more detail and with better strategic guidance:
• Our original intuitions were quite natural and straightforward: solve the mismatch between
(i) a few available physical timescales and (ii) task-demanded other timescales by ﬁnding
computational “tricks” to “extend” the physical timescales to the needed ones. This intuition was based on our experience and computational solutions in the precursor project
NeuRAM3.
• But the task is not as simple or easily stated as that:
– We ﬁnd it insightful to study “timescales” on the background of a conception of a
computational system which presents itself in three layers: the physical hardware
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system; its reﬂection in an analytical system model which attempts to model the
physical system in a veridical manner (that is, one can specify degrees of how accurate or even “true” this system model is); and abstract computational models which
can be extracted from the analytical model in many different ways depending on
which sort of computational tasks one wishes to get done with what abstract procedure.
– There is not a uniform single concept of what is a “timescale”. We ﬁnd an assortment of conceptually, physically, and mathematically different ideas all of which relate to “timescales”. This assortment includes the effects and phenomena which we
highlighted in Sections 2.5.1 — 2.5.4: time constants reﬂecting strengths of causal
couplings, and phenomenal timescales of change, reactivity, and memory. Future
investigations will most likely reveal more kinds of phenomenal timescales. Further
differentiations arise from considering how input signals relate to time (Section 2.4)
and from distinguishing absolute from relative timescales (Section 2.6).
• On this background, the (too) generally stated task of “computational extension of timescales”
splits into a spectrum of different sorts of tasks that need to be considered separately:
Bottom-up abstract model design tasks
1. Given: A physical hardware system and an analytical system model.
2. Given: An abstract computational task with speciﬁc application requirements on
phenomenal timescale characteristics, speciﬁed in terms of temporal input and
output characteristics (in particular: only initial input and ﬁnal output versus continuous stream of both; speed and memory scales in input; speed and memory
and reactivity of output response); online or ofﬂine task; plus further conditions
e.g. with regards to accuracy or robustness.
3. Wanted: An abstract computational model for doing the task, extracted from the
analytical model, which satisﬁes the given requirements, including a scheme for
encoding the abstract input speciﬁcation u in signals u∗ which can be physically
inputted, and for decoding observable signals y ∗ into the abstract output format
y that is part of the task speciﬁcation.
Solving this abstract model design problem includes the deﬁnition of suitable meta
variables xi which can be (hierarchically) extracted from the analytical model and
whose abstract transformation ﬂowgraph (green arrows in Figure 1) leads to an overall abstract dynamical system such that the transformation diagram
u

compute

encode

extract

y

decode

process

commutes (approximately) in the outward encode-process-decode and compute signal transformation paths, as well as in all internal subpaths which include extraction
links (blue). The design of a suitable abstract model may involve the introduction
of auxiliary meta variables (dotted green circle). The computational model variables
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may have a variety of different modes of progression. This freedom of design may
be crucial for ﬁnding a successful computational model.
Top-down physical realization tasks:
1. Given: An abstract computational model (suitable for some I/O transformation
task with speciﬁc phenomenal timescale characteristics).
2. Wanted: an analytical system model from which the meta variables in the abstract model can be extracted, such that the analytical model can be actually
fabricated, and such that the diagram above again commutes.
Solving this physical realization task is the reverse of the bottom-up task and includes
the design of suitable analytical system variables x∗i and their dynamical couplings,
as well as possibly the introduction of auxiliary meta variables, such that the physical
modes of progression t[sec] or n∆[sec] in the causal physics expressed in the analytical model can be transformed into the modes of progression used in the abstract
model.
If only an abstract computational task with phenomenal timescale constraints is given,
both an abstract-computational and an analytical-physical model must be found. This will
involve a design process where the bottom-up and top-down modeling tasks are iterated.
A good example is recent collaborative work done in MemScales [Payvand et al., 2021],
where the Self-Organizing Recurrent Network (SORN) model of Lazar et al. [2009], which
previously has only been digitally simulated, was realized on analog spiking hardware
with memristive synapses. This resulted in a hardware-software co-design development
process, where the abstract computational model was optimized for two physically available timescales of synaptic plasticity (represented through time constants in the analytical
model). It was also optimized for the device variability and nonstationarity of the physical system. In the words of the researchers, "with the technologically plausible algorithm
design, we aim to optimize the hardware implementation of algorithms by taking the hardware physics into account while developing the algorithm" [Payvand et al., 2021].

3 A zoo of computational mechanisms
In this second part of our report we give a condensed survey of computational mechanisms
and phenomena which either directly relate to some sort of timescale manipulation, or could
be used to that end in a natural manner, or provide useful background information to diagnose
unexpected temporal behavior. We cover almost all mechanisms that we are currently aware
of, but we are also aware that this listing is incomplete. We roughly order our reports according
to the kind of timescale (of change, reactivity, memory, mixed and other).

3.1

Mechanisms impacting timescales of change

3.1.1 Explicit training of velocity changes in temporal pattern generation
In a variety of signal generation tasks one wishes to change the overall speed of change of the
abstract computational model when it becomes executed by a physical system. For instance,
in robot motor control one may wish to have motor pattern generation modules that have a velocity control input, such that for instance a walking gait or a pointing gesture can be generated
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in slower or faster versions. In digital programming one can achieve this by letting the program
numerically solve ODEs and globally scale all their time constants in proportion to the desired
speedup / slowdown. But this convenience will not be available in abstract computational models extracted from analog neuromorphic or other unconventional hardware.
Motor control areas in biological brains or spinal neural central pattern generators obviously
can change the speed of generated motor patterns. These systems are preferably modeled
by RNNs in computational neuroscience and neuro-robotics, and RNNs in various degrees of
abstraction from biology are a popular abstract model class in analog neuromorphic computing.
This raises the question how the timescale of change (the “velocity”) of a pattern-generating
RNN can be controlled when the “trick” of global scaling of all time constants in ODEs is not
possible. This question is relevant both for understanding biological RNNs and for non-digital
neurocontrollers in robotics. It is also of theoretical interest for the general mathematical theory
of dynamical systems.
An obvious method to obtain speed-controllable RNN pattern generators is to explicitly train
them for this task in a supervised way, where the training input consists of a slowly varying
(ramp) target speed indicator variable and the teacher output is the desired generated pattern
in different velocity versions. It is not difﬁcult to obtain robust frequency-controllable periodic
pattern generators with this approach (e.g. in Jaeger [2007]).
A potential drawback of this method is that such training data may not be available in real-life
situations, and that the speed modulation range is deﬁned by a well-chosen training set of inputoutput combinations during the training phase, where the training examples should preferably
be sampled rather densely across the desired velocity range. Any untrained input might lead to
an undesired output shape modulation when the trained system is later used. Furthermore we
ﬁnd it not very plausible that biological motor speed control is learnt in this way.

3.1.2 Controlling the geometry of effective state space
Given the potential drawbacks of the direct training approach mentioned in the previous subsection, one would like to afford of other methods for RNN pattern generation velocity control, which would require training examples sampled for smaller number of teaching velocities,
and/or which would include active feedback control for improved stability and generalization.
This would also be interesting for computational neuroscience. However, we are aware of surprisingly little research in this direction, with existing studies apparently being mostly conﬁned
to the analysis of low-dimensional oscillatory dynamical systems (an indicative brief survey is
in wyffels et al. [2014]).
In own previous research we tackled this problem with another approach that aimed for generic
and robust solutions and was neither based on speciﬁc properties of speciﬁc low-dimensional
ODE models, nor on direct training.
Our work was based on the observation that, when an RNN is externally driven with a temporal
pattern, the region in RNN state space which is visited by the entrained RNN states systematically varies in its location and geometry when the presentation speed of the driving signal is
varied (Figure 4).
The guiding idea to exploit this phenomenon of velocity-dependent changes in the geometry of
the visited state space is to revert it: by controlling the admissible state space region, induce
velocity changes in the generated patterns.
We pursued this line in two different ways:
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Figure 4: Change of 1000-unit RNN state space region when the network is driven with a periodic pattern
of increasing frequency (here from slowest to fastest with a factor of 3). The plotting axes are
the two ﬁrst principal components of the RNN states (Image taken from wyffels et al. [2014]).

Proportional control of RNN bias: In wyffels et al. [2014], the velocity-dependent state space
region was characterized simply by the mean of the states visited at a given frequency.
This was translated to a bias vector b in a leaky integrator RNN upadate equation whose
gain γ was controlled by a proportional feedback controller that compared the frequency
of the generated output pattern y with a target signal:
x(n + 1) = (1 − λ) x(n) + λ tanh(Wrec x(n) + Wfeedback y(n) + γ b).
A velocity range of a factor 4 for sinewave patterns could be obtained with this method.
Conceptor-based velocity control: In Jaeger [2014], the velocity-dependent state space region was characterized by the principal axes of the state correlation matrix. This information was turned into a neural ﬁlter per task version, called conceptors, which are matrices
that can be inserted into the recurrent network state update loop and then act as a projection operation which nudged states outside the task-speciﬁc region back into it. With
regards to velocity control, Jaeger [2014] documents a simulation study where the training data consisted of only two sinewave samples whose frequency difference was 1 (in
arbitrary units), from which two conceptor matrices were computed. By linear inter- and
extrapolation between and beyond these two matrices, a range of new conceptors was
synthesized after training which made the RNN oscillate in a frequency range of 5 units.
Conceptors have so far been mainly explored as a mechanism to train an RNN to generate
a large number of different selectable temporal patterns (among them periodic patterns,
chaotic patterns, and high-dimensional human motion patterns), yielding a lifelong trainable long-term memory mechanism [Jaeger, 2017]. As a bonus, having a conceptor in the
loop has a strong stabilizing effect on the RNN dynamics. This effect may be particularly
useful in computing systems based on noisy, low-precision, or modestly nonstationary
hardware dynamics.

3.1.3 Input-induced timescales of change in adiabatic computing processes
Abstract and analytical models of computing systems that have internal feedback loops (which
is typically the case) can be analyzed with formal tools from dynamical systems theory. In
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many cases the internal timescales of the processing systems (often referred to as intrinsic or
native system timescales) will be fast compared to the timescales of the incoming input signals. When there is such a separation of timescales, and when the internal dynamics satisﬁes
certain stability conditions, the internal processing will adiabatically follow the slow input. In
such a scenario, the input can be regarded as a control parameter that deﬁnes an attractor in
the internal system dynamics, and due to the timescale separation this dynamics always “has
enough time” to converge close to the attractor.
In the simplest case, the input deﬁnes a point attractor which moves as slow as the input
changes, and the system dynamics tracks this stable ﬁxed point with a small lag. This sort
of ﬁxed-point tracking dynamics has been postulated as a working principle for certain motor
control tasks in neuroscience [Bizzi et al., 1992], and it can be regarded as a dynamical systems
view on tracking feedback control.
The slowly modulated attractor need not be a point attractor. If it is a periodic attractor, the
slow input may, for instance, change the geometry, offset, or frequency of the attractor. From
a dynamical systems perspective this would be the natural modeling and design approach for
central pattern generators in neural and robotic motor control.
The idea of adiabatic tracking is natural and has been explored and exploited many times.
However, upon closer inspection, a number of difﬁculties appear.
A conceptual difﬁculty concerns what should be understood as the “native timescale” as compared to the input timescale. In the mathematical theory of multiple timescale dynamics [Kuehn,
2015], the main approach to formalization is to analyse ODE-based models whose equations
split into two groups, giving a “fast” subsystem with small time constants and a “slow” subsystem with large time constants. Timescales are here identiﬁed with time constants. The
mathematical analysis of such slow-fast systems has been carried out to great depths, giving
rise to singular perturbation theory. The fast dynamics can often be approximately understood
as transient convergence toward attracting invariant manifolds, and the slow dynamics as state
evolution inside these, with the current state acting as point attractor in directions orthogonal
to the manifold. However, in computing systems the abstract computational model may not
be based on ODEs or other formalisms that have (analogs of) time constants, and the input
signal can remain entirely un-modeled. This makes it difﬁcult if not inappropriate to apply the
theory of slow-fast systems. In our terminology, it would be appropriate to consider the input
timescales and the induced slow changes of the internal attractors as timescales of change,
and the transient tracking dynamics as timescales of reactivity.
A further difﬁculty is that the slow input, regarded as control parameter in the sense of dynamical systems theory, may induce bifurcations in the computing system. This will render it difﬁcult
to purposely and predictably design computing systems as natively fast systems controlled by
slow input.
Another difﬁculty is that inputs may not be guaranteed to be slow at all times. When there are
fast changes in the input, the tracking may lose contact with the currently followed attractor and
be pushed into another attractor’s basin.

3.1.4 Slow feature analysis
Real-life signals (p(n))n∈N , where each p(n) ∈ Rd is by itself a high-dimensional pattern like a
video frame, a sensory input, or a neural network state, typically contain different features that
change on different timescales. By deﬁnition, a feature is a function f : Rd /toR. Features can
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be arbitrarily complex and nonlinear. Consider, for instance, a 5-minute photosafari videoclip
taken from a car driving through a savannah. For one minute, the video catches and holds the
sight of a leopard. Then a feature f which recognizes the presence of the leopard in a video
frame — i.e. this feature returns a value of 1 if this animal is present and 0 else — is a slow
feature because most of the time it is constant 0 or 1, and changes this value only twice.
Slow feature analysis (SFA, Wiskott [26-27], Wiskott and Sejnowski [2002]) is a neural learning
algorithm to automatically identify slow features in such pattern signals. Its mathematical core
is a combination of a nonlinear expansion of the pattern signal (optional; this step is needed if
one wishes to obtain nonlinear ﬁlters) followed by signal whitening and a ﬁnal principal component analysis to detect the principal direction in the expanded pattern correlation space that has
the slowest average temporal variation. By repeating the last step, increasingly less slow orthogonal signals can be identiﬁed. The method has sometimes been used in machine learning,
but its largest impact is in computational neuroscience. Biologically plausible adaptations of the
basic learning algorithm have been developed, and SFA has been proposed as a mechanism
that trains hippocampal place cells (these cells encode speciﬁc locations in an animal’s habitat;
such locations do not move — they are maximally slow, which is the key for their identiﬁcation
with SFA). An compact summary of SFA is Wiskott et al. [2011].

3.1.5 Slow transients
Dynamical systems can exhibit periods of very slow transient state progression alternating with
periods of fast change. This can be due to a wide variety of more or less unrelated mathematical phenomena, for instance slow passages near saddle points in homo- or heteroclinic
channels, critical slowdown near bifurcations, relaxation oscillators, gradient descent dynamics
in potential landscapes with locally different curvatures in different directions, dynamics on center manifolds, or drift along line attractors. We are not aware of dedicated computational exploits
of such phenomena and hint at this assortment of phenomena only to highlight that a rigorous
mathematical analysis of slowness phenomena that one encounters in practice (maybe unexpectedly) needs a case-by-case investigation. We point out that in computer simulations of
complex dynamical systems one sometimes ﬁnds that the observed state evolution seems to
be coming to a standstill, and may erroneously conclude that it is approaching a ﬁxed point
attractor — while in fact the trajectory would have picked up speed again if one would only
have continued the simulation for a very long time. Speciﬁcally, in machine learning one should
not prematurely stop an iterative model optimization process when one judges that the model
accuracy has reached a plateau.
Interestingly, a similarly rich compendium of scenarios for fast transient behavior seems not to
have been explored.

3.1.6 Time un-warping
In machine learning for temporal tasks, input signals may be time-warped, that is they exhibit
local velocity variations. For example, a human speaker will sometimes speak faster (when
he/she is excited, for instance) than at other times; or sometimes linger on a vocal or make a
pause while thinking about how to continue the sentence. Similar warpings occur in almost any
real-life observation stream. This is a nontrivial challenge for machine learning algorithms both
in training and exploitation because these algorithms are “warping-unaware” and can become
seriously de-railed. This would happen, for instance, in a speech recognition task where input
time windows of a feedforward neural network model are scaled to cover an entire spoken word,
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but the speaker is lingering and the entire input window is ﬁlled with repetitions of the phoneme
“aaaa...”.
A number of machine learning methods have been developed to cope with this problem, especially in speech recognition. A classical signal processing technique is to unwarp the observed
signal (by super- and subsampling) by optimizing its match against standardized reference patterns. An obvious difﬁculty is to determine which standardized reference pattern has to be used
at any given time; this can be done by dynamic programming methods, as in [Itakura, 1975].
Hidden Markov models, which for two decades have been the primary workhorse for speech
recognition before they became superseded by deep learning methods, account for repetitive
speech recording frames by self-transitions of Markov states Rabiner [1990]. Sun et al. [1993]
(also containing a short overview of previous neural-network techniques for unwarping) propose to make RNNs warping-invariant by making the stepsize ∆t proportional to the difference
in norm between two incoming speech vectors. This method has been adapted to reservoir
computing in Lukoševičius et al. [2006].
In today’s deep learning, the unwarping problem is typically solved by RNN models which include an attention mechanism that learns to identify task-relevant features in the incoming
signal and temporarily memorizes them until needed. This solution of unwarping by a working
memory mechanism has proven a breakthrough innovation for deep learning applications in
speech and text processing [Bahdanau et al., 2015].

3.1.7 High-frequency oscillations from coupling low-frequency oscillators
It it not difﬁcult to couple two nonlinear oscillators, each having a period ∆, such that from the
coupled system one can extract a signal with period ∆/2. All one has to do is to establish a
coupling that lets the two oscillators evolve with a maximal relative phase difference, and extract
a combined signal from both oscillators. This can be generalized to obtain period shortenings
for higher than double frequencies n/∆. Higher-frequency oscillator systems obtained from
coupling lower-frequency ones could, for instance, be used to create faster clock signals than
would be obtainable from “slow” oscillators available in the physical computing system.
The phenomenology of coupled oscillators has been studied in breadth and depth in theoretical
physics. We can imagine numerous exploitations of purposely designed coupling schemes, but
are not aware that this option has been pursued in the literature.

3.2

Mechanisms impacting timescales of reactivity

3.2.1 Increasing reactivity through arousal
In cognitive neuroscience, the term “arousal” refers to a spectrum of physiological conditions
and cognitive effects that indicate a degree of wakefulness, alertness, expectancy, vigilance,
acuity of sensory impressions, attention, speed of decision making, and the like. It is a not
universally deﬁned, multi-causal and multi-functional phenomenon. The term is used quite
differently in different theories of cognitive psychology and neuroscience. Giving an overview
is beyond our expertise.
In digital processing systems, a faint reﬂection of arousal could be recognized in adaptive clock
frequency regulation, where the clock rate is increased at the expense of higher energy consumption when high computational loads have to be dealt with. The increase in energy conDeliverable D1.2
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sumption has a parallel in neurobiology, where likewise higher arousal is connected with increased metabolic rates.
With regards to computing systems based on analog neuromorphic or other unconventional
physical systems, a not all too far-fetched analogue of arousal may be seen in options to run
the same physical system at different levels of energy throughput, for instance by increasing
the overall voltage in electronic systems. Unless the physical system and its analytical model
variables respond entirely linearly to changes in energy throughput, the physical dynamics will
undergo nonlinear changes (in the sense that phase portraits at different energizing levels
cannot be linearly transformed into each other) and possibly bifurcate (phase portraits cannot
be continuously mapped onto each other). Abstract computational models for such “arousable” physical substrates would change their information processing characteristics in many
ways, from subtle timing changes to qualitatively different input responses. In order to exploit
“physical arousal” to help solving computational tasks, much care would be needed to balance desired effects (like faster reaction times) against undesired ones (like higher error rates
or increased energy consumption). We are not aware that arousal-related mechanisms have
been systematically explored for non-digital computing tasks. A study of the respective literature in psychology and cognitive neuroscience could become a well of inspiration for identifying
and engineering innovative information processing models that make use of energy-dependent
nonlinear physical effects.

3.2.2 Sensitivity control by positive and negative feedback
While systematic investigations of arousal-related processing modulations at the level of comprehensive computational tasks are missing to our (limited) knowledge, excitability modulation
has been studied by theoretical neuroscientists at local levels of neural dynamics. Relating to
this tradition, [Sepulchre et al., 2019] begin to develop an analysis of how global arousal signals sent to a network of nonlinear processing units lead to qualitative changes of the network
dynamics, while the arousal signal are causally effective only at the microlevel of changing efﬁciencies of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections. The authors formulate their approach
in electrodynamical terms for abstract neuron models and give examples from neuroscience,
but also point out how their insights would transfer to other kinds of multiscale collective systems, whether they are computing systems (like analog circuits made from a collective of microcircuits) or non-computing systems (like city trafﬁc ﬂows).
Starting from speciﬁc assumptions about the dynamics of single neurons, they exemplify their
approach of obtaining global and fast control over the entire network’s collective behavior by
local excitability modulation with three case studies. These case studies range in network
size from 2-neuron motifs to a 5-neuron model of the crab somatogastric ganglion (a deeply
investigated model system in neuroscience), and further to synthetic recurrent neural networks
with 40 or 160 neurons. In the ﬁrst two demonstrations, the global system behavior can be
analytically predicted from local excitability modulation, while the larger network systems are
explored by simulation.
A highly didactic workout of this approach, with suggestions for applications in neuromorphic
computing, is given in Ribar and Sepulchre [2021].
A main objective for this work was to explain (and possibly use for engineering) how complex, collective computing systems can adapt their information processing fast to changing
demands. They contrast their approach with traditional engineering solutions to guide the
behavior of multiscale systems with hierarchical control architectures. Such classical control
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architectures (paradigmatic, even an industry standard: Albus [1993]) achieve a global control
objective through a cascade of control levels, where the global task is formulated and controlled
at the highest level, to become hierarchically broken down into sub-control loops that address
increasingly local subsystems. According to the authors, a principal drawback of such architectures is that each step through the hierarchy mandates a separation of timescales, such that
the global control is necessarily slow — which cannot explain why animal brains can quickly
respond to changing task demands. The approach of Sepulchre et al. is not hierarchical and
the global control objective becomes immediately translated into local control. While we ﬁnd
this idea compelling in principle, task-speciﬁc or complex control objectives still remain beyond
the reach of this approach.

3.3

Mechanisms impacting timescales of memory

3.3.1 Effects of numerical precision for dynamical memory
In recurrent neural network (RNN) models, information contained in inputs u(t) is transferred
into neural states x(t) through their input laws, for example via x(n) = σ(Wrecurrent x(n − 1) +
Winput u(n)) (we discuss this here for dimensionless discrete time n, but our discussion transfers
to other modes of progression (t[sec], t∅ , n∆[sec] in an obvious way). Information that has been
“infused” at time n in this way becomes amalgamated with the previous state x(n − 1), and this
mixture is transported forward to the next timestep where it is mixed with the next input via
x(n + 1) = σ(Wrec x(n) + Win u(n + 1))
= σ(Wrec σ(Wrec x(n − 1) + Win u(n)) + Win u(n + 1)),
etc. Thus a network state x(n) will contain traces of all previous inputs. This is the principle of
dynamical memory. However, input traces “thin out” as time progresses because they are superimposed by inputs which arrive later, and furthermore they become nonlinearly transformed
at each new timestep. To make use of these memory traces and obtain a memory signal y(n)
for some subsequent processing operations, a decoding ﬁlter y(n) = D(x(n), y(n − 1)) must
be designed. This decoding ﬁlter may have an internal state d(n):
d(n) = F (d(n − 1), x(n), y(n − 1))
y(n) = D(d(n), x(n), y(n − 1)).
Since dynamical neural memory is important both in neuroscience and machine learning, a
substantial literature is available where this effect has been studied for different sorts of RNN
models, tasks, and decoding operations (a selection: Jaeger [2002], Maass et al. [2002], Ganguli et al. [2008], Hermans and Schrauwen [2010], Charles et al. [2017], Voelker et al. [2019],
Gonon et al. [2020]).
Due to the thinning-out and iterated nonlinear transformations, such decoding ﬁlters become increasingly complex, nonlinear, and vulnerable to noise when longer memory spans are needed.
Whether a successful decoding is possible furthermore depends on which aspect of previously
inserted information has to be retrieved.
An obviously favorable condition for achieving long memory spans is a high numerical precision in the network model. The more precisely (greater bitlength, less noise) network states
are computed, the more information inserted into them at earlier time will be recoverable. In
Turing-equivalent digital models of computing, arbitrarily high bit precision and zero noise are
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possible. With regards to non-digital computing hardware, this convenience is unavailable:
abstract computing models that can be extracted from the corresponding analytical system
models will necessarily have limited precision.
While research on dynamical memory is mostly carried out in a context of RNN models, the
basic insight that numerical precision correlates with achievable memory spans likewise applies to other dynamical systems which may be formalized in other ways than as models of
RNNs.
High numerical accuracy with its beneﬁts for preservation of memory traces over extended
timespans is a convenience that is only available in digital computing models. When the
given hardware system is non-digital and quantitative values of meta-variables are not simulated in the abstract computational model, but directly represent physical quantities, these
meta-variables in the abstract computational model inherit the noisiness and other numerical imprecisions from the physical system. A method to compensate to some extent for this
lack of numerical precision and realize abstract computations that still have reliable dynamical memory characteristics is a simple and generic technique which has been independently
(re-)discovered several times for different purposes: as self-predicting networks for augmenting
the performance of reservoir computing techniques [Mayer and Browne, 2004], as equilibration
for enabling external controllability of RNN dynamics [Jaeger, 2010], as reservoir regularization
for improved stability of neural motor controllers [Reinhart and Steil, 2011], as self-sensing networks for making RNN training methods more ﬂexible [Sussillo and Abbott, 2012], and as innate
training for reliable, noise-resistant reproducible chaotic patterns in short-term memory RNNs
[Laje and Buonomano, 2013]. This method was a key enabler for the conceptor-based training
of RNNs to generate a large number of different temporal patterns in Jaeger [2014], an for the
reservoir transfer method proposed by He et al. [2019], where some of the beneﬁcial numerical
qualities of a RNN simulated on a digital computer with high precision were transferred to an
RNN implemented on an analog spiking neurochip.
This method simply re-computes the internal weights Wrec of an RNN by driving this network
with some input signal u(n), collecting the resulting RNN states x(n) and then calculating a
∗ as
new weight matrix Wrec
∑
∗
Wrec
= argminW̃
k W̃x(n) − Wrec x(n) k2 + α2 k W̃ k2Fro .
n

This gives a Tychonov-regularized (also known as ridge regression) version of the original
weight. In plain wording: the RNN with the new weights should approximately replay the original
state sequence with minimized weights.

3.3.2 Effects of system size for dynamical memory
This subsection can be seen as a postscriptum to the previous one, where we pointed out
that the effectively usable information encoding capacity of a state x(n) grows with numerical
precision and reduction of noise. Another way to increase the capacity of states x(n) to transport input information forward through time — the same information for longer times, or more
information for the same time — is to increase the dimension of state vectors.
In unconventional computing materials with a spatiotemporal dynamics that is continuous in
a continuous space S, states are not vectors but functions x(n) : S → R, which are inﬁnitedimensional. In mathematical principle, this might allow for unbounded information encoding
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capacity if the spatial patterns could become arbitrarily ﬁnely structured. In real materials however the local spatial pattern variation is ultimately limited by the discreteness of materials at the
atomic level, and well before this limit is reached by correlations and statistical dependencies
between local signals at separate points in the substrate. Yet, it seems promising to engineer
continuously extended nonlinearly excitable material substrates and study how abstract computational models can be extracted from them.

3.3.3 Effects of system heterogeneity for dynamical memory
We continue the thread from the previous two subsections. Regardless of whether states x(n)
of a dynamical memory subsystem are ﬁnite vectors or functions, the amount of information that
can be encoded and transported forward in time is limited by statistical dependencies between
vector components or different locations in a continuous medium. For higher capacities of
information encodings it is thus favorable to have states whose component dynamics are only
weakly coupled in the sense of small mutual information. One way to aim for this goal is
to design memory subsystems whose within-state coupling laws are heterogeneous in some
way.
In the ﬁeld of reservoir computing, a diversity of proposals have been made to design RNN
matrices Wrec and feedback gain regimes which lead to “rich” dynamics. Many of these proposals recommend speciﬁc topological RNN connection structures (e.g. modular, small-world,
hierarchical, or even a ring topology), others tailor algebraic characteristics Wrec (in particular
the eigenvalue spectrum) and yet others invoke unsupervised learning algorithms which aim
at increasing the diversity of within-reservoir signals, sometimes in a way that is optimized for
speciﬁc input statistics [Lukosevicius, 2012]. In our perception, reported performance gains
in memory-demanding tasks have not been spectacular. This may have to do with the fact
that most reservoir computing solutions use linear decoding functions which essentially can
take advantage only of linear decorrelational effects of within-reservoir signals induced by such
reservoir optimization methods. More decisive beneﬁts might be obtained from increased statistical independence of reservoir signals, which however would require nonlinear decoding
methods to become exploited. We are not aware of research in this direction.

3.3.4 Effects of (non)linearity for dynamical memory
If an abstract computational model includes a submodel which is a dynamical system with numerical state vectors (for instance, a RNN), one can study the effects of (non)linearity of this
dynamical subsystem on its dynamical memory properties. To this end one ﬁrst would have
to deﬁne a measure for the degree of nonlinearity. One straightforward approach would be to
consider the Taylor expansion of the state update function and deﬁne the strength of nonlinearity as the ratio of the sum of all higher-order polynomial coefﬁcients over the linear coefﬁcient.
Then one could analyse the effects of nonlinearity on dynamical memory characteristics.
This line of investigation has not been explored yet in mathematical depth. In the reservoir
computing (RC) literature we ﬁnd a mostly implicit, somewhat vague and general consensus
that linear reservoirs work best for dynamical memory. But this view may be premature, and
caused (i) by the general reliance in RC on linear decoding functions (the trainable “readouts” in
the RC terminology) in conjunction with (ii) the fact that linear reservoirs are easier to analyse
than nonlinear ones. If one admits nonlinear readouts, one might get very long dynamical
memory with very nonlinear reservoirs. To see this, consider a reservoir RNN of the kind
x(n+1) = tanh(Wrec x(n)+Win +u(n+1)). When Wrec and Win are scaled to have large absolute
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matrix elements, such a reservoir will develop an almost binary state sequence with almost all
state components xi (n) being close to +1 or −1. If will not be difﬁcult to (hand-)design Wrec and
Win such that for input signals from a speciﬁc task, certain key events of kind A in the input will
switch one of the reservoir states to (say) +1 and leave it there until another kind of key event
B switches this back to −1. A threshold function readout could decode that this “ﬁrst A then
B” sequence in the input and thus implement a speciﬁc dynamical memory that has very long
or even unbounded memory spans. Reservoir models based on FPGAs would directly realize
dynamics of this kind. Research on discrete switching RNNs can look back on a venerable
history where such systems have been studied as Boolean networks [McCulloch and Pitts,
1943], but their study within the RC paradigm have only begun [Bertschinger and Natschläger,
2004, Verstraeten et al., 2005, Legenstein and Maass, 2007, Tanaka et al., 2019]).
Linearity has also been found / declared as conducive for long dynamical memory in the deep
learning ﬁeld, namely through long short-term memory (LSTM) units [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] and their variants like the gated recurrent unit (GRU, Cho et al. [2014]). These
are small neural circuits embedded in RNNs which can be trained by backpropagation through
time to store a real number (typically between 0 and 1) with an exponential decay rate that can
be adapted through a trained control mechanism. The functional core of such a neural building
block is a linear neuron. Further neurons in these circuits provide trainable “write and read”
functionality. These units can thus be seen as elementary working memory devices, though
this view was not the reason why LSTM units were originally proposed (the motivation was
to mitigate the vanishing gradient problem of gradient descent optimization in neural network
training). LSTM and GRU units are a pivotal enabler for deep learning solutions in temporal
processing tasks. However, their mechanism and their trainability hinges on the high-precision,
noiseless numerics of digital simulations of RNNs with rate neuron models, which renders them
not directly applicable in analog spiking neuromorphic hardware systems. We mention them
here for completeness.

3.3.5 Tuning networks close to criticality / chaos
A popular theme in the RNN literature — both in theoretical neuroscience and machine learning,
especially but not exclusively in the RC ﬁeld — is that some sorts of computational performance
is optimal if the internal feedback gains in an RNN are tuned almost, but not quite high enough
to render the resulting self-excited dynamics chaotic. This is called “edge of chaos” or, more
rarely, “edge of criticality”. This dynamical regime is characterized by particularly long dynamical memory spans and has been claimed to be optimal for computational performance.
Some cautionary remarks:
• Chaos and criticality, two terms that are surprisingly often used in an undifferentiating
manner within the same article, are two fundamentally different phenomena. Chaos
refers to a speciﬁc kind of attractors in dynamical systems, which can appear already in
1-dimensional discrete-time systems (iterated maps) and 3-dimensional continuous-time
systems (described by ODEs). Chaos is typically deﬁned and discussed in the context of
deterministic dynamics in continuous state spaces, and generalizations to stochastic or
discrete-state systems need some care. Criticality, in contrast, is a concept of statistical
physics and is properly deﬁned only in the inﬁnite-size limit of stochastic systems. The fact
that both concepts are often confounded may be due to a superﬁcial similarity: complex
systems (deterministic for chaos, stochastic for criticality) dramatically change their qualitative behavior when control parameters pass a critical value, which leads to a bifurcation
(in the case of entering a chaotic regime) or to a phase transition (for criticality). That
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bifurcations and phase transitions are entirely different concepts in two entirely different
mathematical frameworks is apparently not apparent to a sizable number of authors and
reviewers.
• In discussions of “edge of chaos” the context of reservoir computing it is often tacitly
assumed that a reservoir transits from the dynamical mode where it has the echo state
property Jaeger [2001] directly into a chaotic regime when a speciﬁc RC control parameter (the spectral radius of the reservoir weight matrix) exceeds a critical value. This is
not generally true. Often the reservoir passes from the ESP regime ﬁrst into other attractor regimes (ﬁxed point, periodic) before it further transits to chaos; and some reservoirs
do not transit into chaos at all regardless of how large that control parameter is scaled.
Furthermore, standard RNN models in RC are deterministic, and using the word “edge of
criticality” to describe behavioral changes is misguided.
• The concept of chaos is primarily deﬁned for autonomous dynamical systems without
input. But computing and signal-processing systems (brains, reservoirs and others) are
eminently input-driven systems. Extensions of the mathematical concept of chaos to
input-driven systems are nontrivial [Manjunath et al., 2012, Manjunath and Jaeger, 2014],
and a generally accepted general deﬁnition of chaos for such systems is not available. Authors writing about the “edge of chaos” are mostly unaware that the “chaos” they discuss
is not mathematically well-deﬁned.
• Numerous papers with RNN simulation studies seem to re-conﬁrm that “computing at the
edge of chaos”, or “at the edge of criticality” lead to optimal computational performance.
However, these works almost invariably repeat variants of always the same few basic
computational tasks — tasks which happen to be just of the kind that support this claim.
This has led to a perception that “it is a well accepted fact that the computational potential
of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) is optimized at what is called the edge of criticality”
(ﬁrst sentence in a rather recent article in a top-tier journal, reworded here a little to make
it unsearchable on Google). As antidote let us cite verbatim from another, highly cited,
much earlier article written by more clear-sighted authors: “Our experiment produced
very different results, and we suggest that the interpretation of the original results [ﬁnding
that complex computational tasks are best served at the “edge of chaos” ] is not correct”
[Mitchell et al., 1993], and “... best computational power does not necessarily correspond
to the edge of chaos” [Legenstein and Maass, 2007]. In fact, practicians of reservoir computing who in their lives have carefully optimize reservoirs for a variety of tasks (such as
the ﬁrst author of this report) will regularly have witnessed that their optimized reservoirs
land in a stable regime far away from any edge. It would be worth a socio-psychological
study in scientiﬁc opinion-spreading to reveal why the “edge of chaos” myth continues to
ﬂourish.
Having deﬂated this myth, we nonetheless want to give a cautious summary appraisal of a
certain class of effects which have a bearing on the study of dynamical memory:
• When feedback gains (in RC: the spectral radius) or related control parameters in recurrent, parallel, high-dimensional information processing systems (like reservoir RNNs
or cellular automata) are scaled up toward, but not into a dynamical regime where selfexcitation would override the entraining effects of input signals,
• the state trajectories of the processing system begin to develop autocorrelations (or other
nonlinearly or statistically deﬁned) dependency measures across time lags with increasingly “fat tails”, indicating an impending transition from the usually observed exponential
decay of these memory curves to only power-law decay proﬁles (so-called “fat tails” or
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“1/f spectra”),
• which in turn may be beneﬁcial in temporal tasks that require the integration of input
information over several timescales, since memory curves with fat tails indicate that input
information decays slower than exponentially.
A conceptually clean, mathematically correct, and unifying analysis of such effects remains to
be done.

3.3.6 Oscillation-based dynamical memory
A possibility to encode information in a dynamical memory subsystem for long memory spans
is to
• design the memory subsystem as a collective of uncoupled oscillators with different frequencies,
• encode input information at initial time by letting it modulate the relative phases of the
oscillators,
• decode a desired output by a detector which is sensitive to these relative phases.
We are not aware of studies of such memory subsystems in the literature, but can report from
own simulation experiments in a reservoir computing setting [Jaeger, 2012]. The task mimics
an experimental design which is often used in cognitive psychology to study working memory
in animals and humans. We used a version of this type of task that had before been used for
learnability demonstrations of long-term memory spans in the deep learning ﬁeld [Martens and
Sutskever, 2011].
This version of the task was speciﬁed as follows. At the beginning of each experiment, a binary
2-dimensional, 5-timestep pattern (of which there are 32 different ones) is presented to the
network. Then, for a period of duration T0 1, a constant distractor input is given. After this, i.e.
at time T0 + 5, a cue signal is given as a spike input, after which in the ﬁnal 5 time steps, the
memory pattern has to be reproduced in the output units.
Here we report one of several variations of how this task was solved with RC methods [Jaeger,
2012]. For a memory span of T0 = 1000 (measured in discrete network updates n) we designed a special reservoir weight matrix which realized a reservoir dynamics of 30 isolated
oscillators with randomly chosen frequencies, and a “bulk” part of the reservoir which was randomly connected in the spirit of reservoir computing, and driven by input and the oscillators
within the reservoir. All 32 input patterns could be retrieved without error with a linear decoder
trained by linear regression, using a reservoir size of 500 neurons (including the oscillator subreservoirs).
The presence of the oscillators within the reservoir, as well as the random “bulk” part of the
reservoir, were crucial to solve this task. Without oscillator sub-reservoirs, a reservoir size
of 2000 neurons was needed to retrieve the 32 patterns after the much shorter waiting time
T0 = 200. The random “bulk” part of the reservoir presumably was needed to aid the decoder
by supplying a high-dimensional nonlinear expansion of the oscillator signals which carried the
input information through time.
We also report that a (much) more difﬁcult version of this task with input pattern of length
10 and T0 = 200 could not be solved with the backpropagation-based RNN training methods
available in 2011, as reported by Martens and Sutskever [2011]. Using the oscillator-based
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reservoir approach, it could be perfectly solved for T0 = 300 with a 2000-neuron reservoir,
requiring merely 121 seconds of training time on a 2.9 GHz, 8 GB RAM PC without GPU
extension.
Oscillator-based approaches for dynamical memory subsystems may hold promises in neuromorphic / physical computing, because oscillators can be realized in hardware from fast devices
with small time constants, yet the oscillations persist stably for long times.

3.3.7 Attractor-based working memory
While there is no universally deﬁned and shared terminology, we recall that the concept of
working memory usually implies that
• working memory systems can store only a limited, small number of separate memory
items;
• memory items are “stored” and “recalled” by explicit control mechanisms;
• once stored, memory items can persist in memory for extended and potentially unbounded
timespans, which however may require special mechanisms of attention or rehearsal;
• after retrieval, the item is deleted from the working memory, freeing capacity to store
another item. In neural systems it is typically implied that the storage of an item is a
dynamical phenomenon which does not lead to persistent structural (synaptic long-term
memory) changes.
In digital computing systems, designing working memory mechanisms poses no principled difﬁculties with respect to hardware or control architectures — except that the notorious bottleneck
in von-Neumann architectures is a major obstacle for computational speed and energy efﬁciency — and we will not further discuss it. In contrast, it is not easy to obtain working memory
functionality in neural processing models, neither in neuroscience modeling nor in artiﬁcial neural network engineering. The difﬁculties are twofold: ﬁrstly, neural processing systems typically
do not afford of non-volatile memory elements in which the information of a memory item can
be safely encoded and preserved until recall and deletion, and secondly, the requisite mechanisms of evaluation (what should be put into working memory when), encoding, rehearsal,
decoding and resetting are complex and need involved control mechanisms outside the itemstoring subsystem proper. Artiﬁcial neural networks in machine learning are trained, and it is
hard to train these control mechanisms. They need to be pre-designed at least partly, as in
the spectacular study of designing a “neural Turing machine” [Graves et al., 2014, Graves et al,
2016] and in our RC-based model of a hierarchically structured working memory [Pascanu and
Jaeger, 2011].
The literature in cognitive neuroscience on working memory is extremely extensive and we can
only point out three surveys of Durstewitz et al. [2000], Baddeley [2003] and Fusi and Wang
[2016].
The most natural candidate for representing and stable storing of discrete memory items in
dynamical (neural) systems are attractors. This connects the study of working memory to a
deep, ancient, and unresolved challenge in neuroscience and neural-network based machine
learning, namely the problem of how discrete, symbolic “knowledge” can be neurally represented and processed. This theme can be traced back at least to the notion of cell assemblies
formulated by Hebb [1949], reached a ﬁrst culmination in the formal analysis of associative
memories [Palm, 1980, Hopﬁeld, 1982, Amit et al., 1985], and has since then diversiﬁed into a
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range of increasingly complex models of interacting (partial) neural attractors and associated
“attractor-like” phenomena [Yao and Freeman, 1990, Tsuda, 2001, Rabinovich et al., 2008, Sussillo and Barak, 2013, Schöner, 2019]. But other geometrical objects have also been selected
as representatives of concepts, for instance solitons and waves [Lins and Schöner, 2014] or
algebraically deﬁned regions in state space [Tino et al., 1998, Jaeger, 2017], and many other
cognitive entities besides concepts have been modeled by qualitative phenomena in dynamical
systems [van Gelder and Port, 1995, Besold et al., 2017].
With regards to the topic of this report, attractors are of fundamental interest because they
embody two timescales of change — namely the fast timescale of the ongoing state evolution
in periodic and chaotic attractors, and the unlimited timescale of stably being “locked” in the attractor — and a timescale of reactivity, namely the (typically exponential) transient convergence
toward the fully developed attractor dynamics. For purposes of supporting working memory
functionality, one has to design or train memory subsystems which host many attractors, one
for each possible discrete memory item. The “storing” task translates to control mechanisms
which push the memory subsystem into the basin of attraction of the attractor that represents
the targeted memory item.
There is a virtually unlimited freedom of designing dynamical (neural) systems which host many
attractors and have control mechanisms to steer the overall system trajectory into speciﬁc attractors. The classical model of human working memory, the phonological loop model of Baddeley and Hitch [1974], Baddeley [1983], employs (in our terminology) a cyclic attractor. We
cannot attempt a comprehensive overview on attractor-based working memory and instead
point out to own research in this domain. In Jaeger and Eck [2008] a rather small reservoir
system of 100 neurons is trained in a way that it hosts in the order of 107 (!) different cyclic
attractors, each representing a short musical melody motif, where the system is steered into
the desired attractor by entrainment to a short cue sequence. In Pascanu and Jaeger [2011]
a neural reservoir is steered into different processing modes, each of them carrying out a text
prediction task with different underlying grammars for each mode, where the switches between
modes is triggered by opening and closing brackets that appear in the text. The processing
is locked in the respective mode by switching external control neurons in a hierarchy of on-off
states. In Jaeger [2017] conceptors are used as external control mechanism to switch an RNN
into different trained attractors, which in a range of simulation experiments generated simple
periodic signals, chaotic attractor dynamics, or human motion patterns. — These three studies
are very different from each other, indicating the richness of design options for attractor-based
working memory.

3.3.8 Tapped delay lines
In mathematical abstraction, a (discrete-time) tapped delay line is a memory element which at
time n stores a moving window (u(n − L + 1), . . . , u(n)) from an input signal (u(n))n∈N , together
with a readout mechanism which can address and retrieve each of the (u(n − L + 1), . . . , u(n))
at time n. Continuous-time tapped delay lines are deﬁned in an analog fashion. Tapped delay
lines can thus be regarded as an elementary and at the same time powerful type of working
memory which can serve a wide range of functions in temporal processing tasks.
Discrete-time tapped delay lines can obviously be programmed in digital general-purpose computers, though with a considerable computational overhead. For higher efﬁciency and faster access, another, hardware-based approach in digital systems is the use of clocked synchronous
registers where the clock period is varied. Many technologies have been proposed for such
digital register-based delays. However, this hinges on the availability of a clock signal which is
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easily conﬁgured in periods that vary over a wide range of scales. This is an unsolved problem
in practical large circuits which are required for a full system-on-chip. The trend is rather to go
for a few well-deﬁned clock periods that are hard-coded in the clock generation hardware.
Tapped delay line and related functionalities are necessary for a wide range of cognitive tasks
that have been experimentally studied in cognitive neuroscience. Mauk and Buonomano [2004]
give a survey, and Buonomano and Merzenich [1995] and Buonomano [2000] propose speciﬁc
(spiking) neural circuits that may support these functionalities in the human brain. These circuits
have a reservoir computing ﬂavor in that they exploit the activation propagation in essentially
random RNNs. Neural delay lines have also been modeled through traveling solitons in neural
ﬁeld models of cortical processing [Fard et al., 2015].
In the ﬁeld of reservoir computing, a (by now) classical demonstration of echo state networks is
to train them as tapped delay lines [Jaeger, 2002]. This has led to a rather extensive literature
on the memory capacity of RNNs, which is essentially deﬁned as the maximal window length
L achievable with a given RNN trained as tapped delay line for i.i.d. input signals and using a
linear readout operation (for example in Ganguli et al. [2008], Hermans and Schrauwen [2010],
Charles et al. [2017], Voelker et al. [2019], Gonon et al. [2020]).
Physical realizations of delay lines in a reservoir computing setting have been variously studied,
for instance in optical computing [Appeltant et al., 2011] or using traveling spin waves [Watt
et al., 2021].

3.4

Mechanisms with mixed impacts

3.4.1 Frequency ﬁltering and smoothing
In linear signal processing, numerous design principles for frequency ﬁltering ﬁlters are known.
Such ﬁlters dampen (“attenuate”) speciﬁc frequency components in their input signals and let
the other components pass. One speaks of low-pass / high-pass ﬁlters if the high / low frequency components are attenuated, and of band-pass ﬁlters if frequencies lower or higher than
a speciﬁed range of passed frequencies are attenuated.
When a signal becomes low-pass ﬁltered, its timescales of change become longer: the ﬁltered
signal changes more slowly. This also changes reactivity: the ﬁltered signal does not react
to high-frequency components in the input anymore, and may react to slow input components
only with a lag (if the ﬁlter is causal, i.e. the current output is determined on the basis only of
past inputs, not of future ones). Finally, memory characteristics change too: ﬁltered signals
retain slower input components for longer and forget faster components more quickly or immediately. This account of altering memory characteristics however is limited to “information” that
is encoded in frequency components.
The effects and uses of high-pass ﬁltering are not directly complementary to the effects of
low-pass ﬁltering. While low-pass ﬁltering effectively makes the signal change more slowly,
high-pass ﬁltering does not make it change faster. A common exploit is the removal of baseline
drift from empirical measurement signals.
The mathematical theory of linear ﬁlters offers a host of designs to obtain frequency ﬁlters
that optimize speciﬁc quality criteria that are mostly formulated in the frequency domain. Such
mathematically deﬁned ﬁlters can be perfectly realized (up to sampling effects) in digital signal processing systems by numerical computations. Analog processing hardware however can
only practically realize a limited choice of ﬁlter designs and may need capacitors or inductances
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whose area footprint in neuromorphic microchips may be prohibitive. Speciﬁcally, applications
of on-chip low-pass ﬁlters for “slowing down” computations with highly miniaturized neuromorphic microchips are limited.
One of the simplest low-pass ﬁlters is the exponential smoother, which in its discrete-time
version computes the output signal y(t) iteratively from an input signal s(t) with leaking rate λ
by
y(t + ∆) = (1 − ∆ λ) y(t) + ∆ λ s(t),
where 0 ≤ ∆ λ ≤ 1. In RNN theory, this ﬁlter is related to leaky integrator neurons in that the
continuous-time RNN equation
τ ẋ = −x + f (x, u),
when integrated with the Euler approximation and stepsize ∆, becomes
x(t + ∆) = (1 − ∆/τ ) x(t) + ∆/τ f (x(t), u(t + ∆)),
hence the network states x can be regarded as exponentially smoothed versions of the “input”
signal f (x(t), u(t + ∆)) with leaking rate 1/τ .
Leaky integrator RNNs are often used to design layered RNN architectures where neurons in
the bottom layer have a large leaking rate (i.e. it is “fast”) and higher layers have increasingly
smaller ones (i.e. they are increasingly slower). Input signals are typically fed to the bottom
layer only, output signals are extracted from the top layer, or the bottom layer, or all layers,
depending on the task. The guiding idea for such architectures is to mimic cognitive processing
hierarchy of (sensor) signals, where the bottom layer provides the peripheral sensory interface (in some architectures also the motor command output interface) and increasingly higher
layers process increasingly more abstract / comprehensive / complex “conceptual” representations. Letting higher layers operate more slowly allows their states to develop “conceptual”
representations of information in the input stream that is integrated over longer memory timespans, while lower layers are devoted to extracting faster and more short-lived (and in spatially
organized input, also smaller-scale) input detail. This basic idea unfolds into a bewildering
spectrum of quite different designs for “intelligent” information processing tasks. A major design decision is whether these layers are only coupled unidirectionally bottom-up, or whether
also top-down couplings are included; and another is whether these systems are trained in
a supervised way (for example for classiﬁcation, prediction, or motor control), or in an unsupervised or reinforcement learning paradigm (for concept discovery or behavior optimization in
autonomous robotic agents). We cannot attempt a survey here and only arbitrarily pinpoint the
lifetime works of Jun Tani who studied such layered, timescale-spreading RNN architectures
for many purposes (e.g. robot control architectures [Nishimoto and Tani, 2009] or unsupervised
gesture recognition [Jung et al., 2015]).

3.4.2 Event-based computing
In event-based computing models, local states remain unchanged until an incoming event triggers an update. Such events can range in complexity from a neural spike to calls for executing
a complex subprogram in classical digital computing. The former is the type of implementations
which we favor in MemScales. Since between events local states remain unchanged, eventbased computing offers a direct opportunity for realizing slow or fast timescales of all our three
sorts.
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In a computing scheme with a mathematically pure event-based character (that is, the computational ﬂowchart would contain no real-time timing conditions; state updates occur instantaneously; event signals are transmitted with zero delay; and whether a local processing subsystem updates its state only depends on whether logical enabling events have arrived), such slowdowns or speed-ups would be controlled exclusively by the frequency of input events. However,
real computing systems do have nonzero physical times for state updates, signal transmission
delays, and analog systems will have volatile states that do not remain unchanged between
incoming events. Here the achievable timescale changes are limited by a variety of temporal
interactions between and decay processes within local states and their updates. This mandates
careful designs. To this end, modern (digital) microchip and computer architectures and realtime operating systems include Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability (RAS) modules which
monitor ongoing operations and control the current processing speed. Consortium member
Catthoor is active in RAS research [Rodopoulos et al., 2015, Noltsis et al., 2017].

4 Take-home messages and outlook
In this report we inspected the challenge of “computational extension of physically obtained
timescales” in some detail. Let us summarize our main ﬁndings:
• The original problem statement in the title of this report is very much underspeciﬁed. In
order to relate the two keywords “computational” and “physical” to each other in a productive and insightful way, we worked out the existing theoretical framework for physicsbased computing of Stepney et al. [2018] in much greater detail. In our view, an analytical model of the physical computing system is a necessary interface model between the
material hardware and abstract computational, “algorithmic” models:
– “Computational” manipulations of timescales are deﬁned and developed for the abstract computational model,
– and the are connected to the physical system by formal extraction operations from
the analytical model.
• One hardware basis can support many different abstract computational models. However,
when one engineers a combination of a physical hardware system and an abstract computational model for a given task, one has to ensure that the abstract meta variables
can be formally extracted from the analytical system model. In view of the enormous
freedom in formulating abstract computational models — a blessing and a challenge —
ﬁnding a solution to the combined hardware/computational model problem will likely result in iterative optimization cycles. A further difﬁculty is that analytical models are always
approximate, which may mandate expensive prototype fabrication and experimental characterization.
• “Timescales” is not a uniformly deﬁned concept. In order to carry out meaningful
studies and do insightful engineering,
– one must have a clear view of how one formalizes temporal progression in the
ﬁrst place, with an important distinction between modes of progression that are tied
to external physical time and can be measured in seconds, versus abstracted mathematical concepts of serial order that are dimensionless — abstract computational
models can use both sorts but the analytical system model is tied to physical time;
– and one must be clearsighted about the phenomenal aspects of “timescales” that
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one is speaking about; we distinguished the aspects of (metric) change, reactivity,
and memory.
We furthermore pointed out that “timescales” phenomena are only indirectly connected
to the causal inﬂuences that become expressed in the time constants of the analytical
physical model.
• Decades of research in computational neuroscience, dynamical systems, theoretical physics,
machine learning / neural networks and other ﬁelds have generated a wealth of formal,
algorithmical, and heuristic-practical techniques for analysing, transforming, and exploiting timescale phenomena. We collected a “zoo” of 20 species, but are aware that we
missed many more; that each of them would need a more in-depth scrutiny (formalization
and survey) than what we could deliver here; and that for each of them, practical “tricks
of the trade” would be welcome.
The deeper we delved into our subject matter, the more clearly did we perceive that we are only
at the beginning of a long journey. Before we state what we see as important future work, let
us share an encouraging thought:
• Perceiving the enormous degrees of freedom in designing computational models for a
given hardware system, and the wealth of already well-studied computational mechanisms that relate to timescales, we ﬁnd that one can (almost) always ﬁnd a solution for
a given task which frees the algorithmic model from the causal time constants of the
physical infrastructure.
At present we still lack recognition, routine and recipes, and solving computational tasks that
involve timescale challenges on non-digital hardware still requires heuristic trial-and-error experimentation. Only future research will bring us closer to a point where we can swiftly produce
hardware engineering + computational model solutions to given tasks. In particular, we think
that further work on the following subjects will bring advances:
• Extend the repertoire of phenomenally deﬁned timescales beyond the three sorts
that we registered in this report. For instance, we could imagine to introduce timescales
of duration (how long does a process take), timescales of prediction, or timescales of
information collection / sampling / integration.
• More formal modes of progression beyond the small assortment that we mentioned
in our report would add more options for the design of abstract computational models.
For instance, one could take a closer look at the classical temporal relations proposed by
Allen [1991] in AI knowledge representation, or investigate how formalisms of temporal
modal logic [Garson, 2014] can be used for algorithm design.
• We need a systematic study of how and when meta variables with a speciﬁc mode of
progression can be extracted from other meta or analytical variables that have other
modes of progression. It would be desirable to derive a formal hierarchy of modes
of progression, such that modes higher in the hierarchy can be extracted with speciﬁed
transformations from modes lower in the hierarchy.
• Finally, time and space are connected both in physical and abstract systems. Our report
focused entirely on timescales. But physical systems are also organized on several spatial
scales (metric or more generally topological), and computing tasks often have some kind
of spatial organization in their data or task speciﬁcation. There are many connections
between time and space — starting from the elementary fact that motion needs both
to be deﬁned — which we cannot expand here. A complete study of timescales must
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ultimately become connected to a study of spatial scales.
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